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ABSTRACT 
CODESWITCHING AMONG PUERTO RICAN KINDERGARTEN STUDENT 
IN A SELECTED SCHOOL DISTRICT IN MASSACHUSETTS 
SEPTEMBER 1986 
MARIA VIRGINIA COLON-RIVAS, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO RICO 
M.Ed., EDUCATION, Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor Gloria M. Figueroa de Guevara 
This study focuses on conversational codeswitching 
among Puerto Rican Kindergarten students who are in the 
process of learning English. The major purpose of this 
study was to determine if codeswitching is an integral 
part of the oral language expression of these children. 
Specific answers to nine research questions were sought. 
Subjects were 16 Puerto Rican children selected out of 31 
in a full-day bilingual kindergarten in a school district 
of Central Massachusetts. Criteria for subject selection 
were: loquacity demonstrated in spontaneous speech and 
degree of socialization evidenced by participation in 
classroom daily activities. Data for the study were 
collected through observations, check-list, audio tapes, 
questionnaire and transcript records. Data collection was 
conducted during three phases: Phase I - Preliminary 
Vll 
Phase; Phase II - Initial Audiotaping and Observational 
Phase; Phase III - Final Audiotaping and Observational 
Phase. 
Students who demonstrated a high incidence of code¬ 
switching were predominantly first born males. Frequency 
of codeswitching occurrences in the children’s discourse 
varied among phases. The activities in which the children 
engaged during Art Context and Language Arts provoked the 
highest frequency of codeswitching. 
The highest degree of codeswitching in the Spanish 
base language was intra-sentential. The noun phrase was 
the highest category at the one-word switch level. The 
highest codeswitching in the English base language was 
inter-sentential. The triggering process was manifested 
as contextual and consequential, with the topic of color 
provoking in many instances the Contextual triggering. 
Consequential types of triggering were related to the use 
of initial lexical switches and to parenthetical use, 
including fillers, tags and interjections. 
The topics preferred in Spanish base language were 
home, animals, school, color and food. These topics 
clearly reflect a typical kindergarten curriculum. 
viii 
Topics like food, animals and colors happened in both 
languages. Topics related to specific areas in one lan¬ 
guage that mixed into the other language produced an 
increase in codeswitching. The only culturally bound 
words identified were related to food and were intimately 
related to Anglo-American culture. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statistics from the 1980 U.S. National Census have 
brought to the attention of scholars, educational systems, 
and people who are in decision-making positions the 
increasing numbers of school age children of non-English 
background in the United States, According to the 1980 
Census, 4,5 million children aged five to seventeen in the 
United States fall within this category. In 1985 the 
National Advisory and Coordinating Council on Bilingual 
Education (NACCBE) revised the number of students of 
limited English proficiency (LEP), It is estimated that 
2,1 million children are eligible for services in special 
language programs provided under Title VII, However, only 
234,000 LEP students were served by Title VII Programs, 
(NACCBE, 1984) 
Many school systems are confronting the issue of how 
to improve services for this consistently increasing 
population, in light of the fact that effective learning 
is predicated upon the interaction of teachers, students, 
and peers. Frequently, neither teacher nor classmates 
speak the language of the LEP students, which results in 
limited optimal learning conditions. 
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The language characteristics of bilingual children are 
based on their linguistic environment during the early 
language acquisition period. Those whose first language 
(LI) is acquired at home, usually encounter second language 
(L2) exposure and learning upon entering school. The 
linguistic abilities and experiences which they bring to 
the academic setting must be recognized and credited. It 
is in the best interest of the schooling system to do so in 
order to attain established linguistic goals (Spolsky, 
1972), 
This introductory chapter includes a brief discussion 
of empirical research related to the codeswitching 
phenomenon in bilingual children. It presents the statement 
of the problem and purposes which guide the investigation. 
The rest of the chapter presents definitions of the 
terminology, explanation of the significance and delimita¬ 
tions of the study, as well as an overview of the remaining 
chapters. 
Statement of the Problem 
The uniqueness of each bilingual child is becoming 
evident as research questions and tools become redefined. 
More than ever, researchers and scholars are concerned with 
different linguistic issues in bilingual education. They 
have directed their efforts toward the sociocultural 
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environments in which the child's language is developed. 
The idea that the child builds his/her reality and meaning 
embedded in his/her sociocultural and historic conditions 
through language has been documented (Halliday, 1978). 
The process of becoming bilingual is influenced by 
social and individual factors as well as by language 
contexts (Ramirez, 1985). Children's proficiency in 
language is often related to learning conditions. Either 
the two languages are both learned from infancy, 
simultaneous bilingualism, or one language is introduced 
first, sequential bilingualism (Ramirez, 1985). In both 
situations specific characteristics seem to govern the 
bilingual child's language acquisition process. 
During the 70*s, a new interest emerged in the study 
of diverse linguistic phenomena among bilingual children. 
Scholars studied and analyzed the codeswitching phenomenon 
in situations were a linguistic and/or cultural community 
was in contact with another (Fishman, 1964; Halliday, 1978; 
and Weinreich, 1953). 
Codeswitching has been defined as the alternate use of 
two languages (Garcia, 1983; Huertas, 1978; and Valdes- 
Fallis, 1978). This linguistic phenomenon has been 
extensively studied among adults, but few studies have been 
conducted on young children. (Cornejo, 1975; Fantini, 1974 
1978; Genishi, 1976; Huertas, 1977; Lindholm and Padilla, 
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1978; McClure, 1977; Swain, 1972; Wentz, 1976; and Zentella, 
1978), Codeswitching appears to be an important aspect of 
a child's bilingualism, governed by grammatical and socio- 
linguistic norms (Fantini, 1978; Genishi, 1976; Huertas, 
1977; and McClure, 1977). Huertas (1977) has documented 
codeswitching in two year old children who speak English 
and Spanish. Garcia (.1983) has found regional differences 
in codeswitching among four, five and six year-old children. 
The results of these studies show that codeswitching seems 
to be a common linguistic characteristic of children who 
are acquiring a second language. It seems to be an 
important developmental aspect of bilingualism, and it is 
governed by functional and grammatical principles. Research 
has also documented that codeswitching rules are acquired 
by bilinguals from the sociolinguistic norms operating in 
their speech communities. 
From a pedagogical point of view, research related to 
the attitudinal aspects of codeswitching on the part of the 
classroom teacher have brought attention to the contro¬ 
versies surrounding this linguistic phenomenon. As Ramfrez 
(1985) has stated, the more negative the teacher's 
attitude toward codeswitching among Spanish/English 
bilinguals, the lower the English reading scores. 
Even though codeswitching has been explored from 
and educational points of view, a great interest linguistic 
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concerning children who become bilingual 
through a sequential process of second language acquisition. 
The effect that codeswitching has on the development of 
basic linguistic skills and communicative abilities in these 
children remains a large area for research. This study 
explored the codeswitching phenomenon among Puerto Rican 
kindergarten students who are in the process of acquiring 
English as a second language. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to explore the 
linguistic phenomenon of codeswitching among kindergarten 
Puerto Rican children in order to determine whether 
codeswitching is an integral part of the oral language 
expression of these children. 
Specifically, answers to the following research 
questions were sought: 
1. What are the demographic characteristics that 
children who codeswitch have in common? 
2. To what extent do Puerto Rican parents admonish 
their children not to codeswitch? 
3. What is the frequency of codeswitching occurrence 
in the children’s discourse? 
4. At what syntactical boundary level is codeswitching 
manifested among Puerto Rican children? 
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5. How is the triggering process manifested in the 
children’s codeswitching occurrences? 
6. What are the topics about which bilingual children 
prefer to speak either English or Spanish? 
7. How frequently does codeswitching occur when 
topics usually spoken in another language are 
mixed? 
8. What is the relationship between codeswitching 
and words that have culturally bound meaning? 
9. Are there significant differences in codeswitching 
among bilingual and monolingual children? 
Definition of Terms 
Base language: the underlying language predominantly 
spoken along the stretches of discourseo 
Bilingual: able to use two languages in varying degrees 
of proficiency. 
Bilingual education: dual language instruction for non- 
English speaking students; it involves the selection 
of the most appropriate instruments for facilitating 
learning; takes into account the students’ cultural 
background as a means of increasing positive learning 
through the use of the native language and techniques 
for second language instruction. 
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Codeswitching: alternate use of two language or 
linguistic codes. 
Conversational codeswitching: switched language instances 
within a specific conversation with physical and 
social contexts remaining constant (Gumperz, 1976). 
Culturally bound words: those words that are associated 
with a specific culture. 
Episode: linguistic unit of analysis which involve: at 
least one child talking or interacting with another 
member of the group; a topic for interaction; a 
recorded beginning and end point usually marked by a 
change in particular topic. 
Inter-sentential switches: codeswitching between sentences 
at sentence boundaries: Example: Lo pego aqui. 
I saw it, 
rntra-sentential switches: codeswitching within sentences. 
Example: I put the tenedores on the table. 
Language proficiency: linguistic knowledge that a person 
has in a language and/or the person's ability to apply 
this knowledge. 
Minority populations: social (racial or ethnic) groups 
within the United States whose characteristics identify 
them as being different from the majority population. 
Sandwich words: words surrounded by trigger words (Clyne, 
1967:20). 
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Semantic system: language system which provides the rules 
for assigning relationship between linguistic symbols 
and the objects, events, or ideas to which they refer. 
Sequential bilingualism; one language was learned first 
(Ramirez, 1985), 
Simultaneous bilingualism: two languages were both learned 
from infancy (Ramirez, 1985). 
Situational codeswitching: switched language use across 
different social or physical contexts (Gumperz, 1976). 
Syntactic system: language system which provides the 
rules for combining words into sentences. 
Triggering: process that takes place when a speaker 
switches from language to language in consequence 
(Consequential Triggering) or anticipation (Antici- 
pational Triggering) or a trigger word, or because 
he is talking about a situation linked with other 
language (Clyne, 1967:20), 
Trigger word: word that causes the speaker "automatically 
to switch from one language to another" (Clyne, 
(1967:20). 
Utterance: a group of words, expressing a single idea or 
proposition, or one that is separated from the previous 
utterances by a pause of one second or more (Genishi, 
1976). 
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Significance of the study 
Increased understanding of codeswitching as a linguistic 
phenomenon leads to greater acceptability of the issue 
concerning its applicability in the classroom. This is 
more important if we are to expand our linguistic knowledge 
ab.out the bilingual child's language development. 
The significance of this study lies on its contribu¬ 
tions to the understanding of the unique capabilities that 
the bilingual child has when alternating two languages 
(English and Spanish in our case) and how this is related 
to the bilingual curriculum in general. It also serves to 
increase awareness among sociolinguists and educators of 
the role of codeswitching in the communicative competence 
of Puerto Rican bilingual students living in the United 
States. The understanding of the codeswitching ability 
among Puerto Rican kindergarten children will enable 
educators and curriculum designers to better respond to the 
bilingual children's needs. The analysis of the develop¬ 
mental patterns, at the syntactical level of codeswitching 
production can open new alternatives to better diagnosis 
and evaluation of the children's language proficiency. It 
can also shed light for purposes of placement. Finally 
our findings could be used for teacher and paraprofessional 
training. 
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Delimitation of the Study 
This study was exploratory in nature. Thus, no 
hypotheses were tested. The findings of this study were 
limited to the bilingual kindergarten population in the 
selected school district which was included in the sample. 
Although these findings may impact other schools in the 
district, those schools were not the focus of this 
empirical research. 
This study was designed to take into consideration two 
months as a period of observation. Thus, time constraint 
might have had an impact on findings. 
Assumptions of the Study 
1. An awareness of the role of codeswitching in the 
communicative competence of Puerto Rican 
bilingual children living in the United States can 
make an important contribution to classroom 
methodology, diagnostic evaluation, and educational 
success. 
2. The manifestation of codeswitching is a factor 
relevant to the acquisition of bilingualism by 
monolingual children. 
3. The understanding of codeswitching as a possible 
linguistic characteristic among bilingual children 
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will enable educators and decision-makers to better 
respond to the needs of bilingual students. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter II reviews the related research and literature. 
Chapter III provides a presentation and discussion of the 
methodology followed in the study. Chapter IV presents 
findings. Chapter V specifies the conclusions arrived at 
and suggests recommendations for replication of the study, 
curriculum design and future research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Overview 
Chapter II is organized around four major areas: (1) 
first language acquisition; (2) language research on 
l^ilingual children; (3) studies of language acquisition and 
development among early childhood bilinguals; (4) code¬ 
switching empirical studies. 
The first section discusses aspects and theories on 
the first language acquisition process. The second part 
concentrates on forces promoting studies of dual language 
acquisition. It addresses such topics as demographic data, 
legislation, litigation, and research limitations. The 
next section documents empirical studies on simultaneous 
and sequential language acquisition and development among 
early childhood bilinguals. The last part addresses 
literature related to codeswitching, including research 
findings on early childhood codeswitching and Puerto 
Rican children's alternate use of English and Spanish. 
Introduction 
Research confirms that language helps to define 
the uniqueness of humanity. It makes the human being a 
12 
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creature able to fully participate within his/her society. 
Hence, language contributes to the socialization of the 
child. 
For almost a century, child language learning has been 
of great interest to many scholars (Leopold, 1947). Such 
interest is documented in diaries kept by parents 
(Branderburg, 1915; Nice, 1915; Stern, 1924). Data on 
their children’s utterances have assisted scholars in 
mapping early language development. It was not until the 
late twenties and early thirties, however, that more 
rigorous scientific investigations of children’s language, 
involving more children than an isolated few, became of 
general interest (Hopkin, Moe, and Rush, 1982). At that 
time, the tremendous importance of language acquisition 
and language development were recognized as critical 
factors affecting children’s general academic success. 
Studies have shown that the kind of learner one becomes 
is influenced by the language patterns one has learned 
prior to official entrance into school. A frequent per¬ 
ception is that children who do not speak well (generally, 
a standard English is used as the criterion) often have 
difficulty learning to read and write. This leads to 
academic failure which, in turn, leads, to a poor self- 
image (Carroll, 1964; Weikart, 1966). 
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An understanding of how children acquire language is 
vital to any language program, and it is especially crucial 
to any program involving children from other linguistic 
and/or cultural groups. Due to the fact that school 
instruction is based on language, researchers cannot ignore 
the need for a deeper understanding of first language 
acquisition in bilingual children. In fact, the 
methodological perspectives and methodological approaches 
involving the education of bilinguals and limited-English 
proficient students rely substantially on linguistic and 
psychological information. Ultimately, the greater con¬ 
cern behind research in United States is to provide better 
learning opportunities to children. Results of develop¬ 
mental research suggest that teachers need to know what 
factors have been important in the child's development of 
language, since such factors have implications for class¬ 
room practice (Fisher and Terry, 1982). 
Initial Stages of the Language Acquisition Process 
A person's ability to acquire language rests upon 
exposure to adequate linguistic stimuli. The environment 
determines the language of the speaker. Where limited 
stimuli are provided, limited language develops in 
children. Thus, exposure to limited stimuli would 
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probably not dovelop significant lovols of language 
(Fromkin and Rodman, 1978). In such a case, the 
remarkable potential to communicate possess remains 
untapped. 
The process of language acquisition is initiated when 
the unborn child begins to perceive the numerous messages 
with which is frequently bombarded. This process of 
interaction begins at the earliest stages with prenatal 
interactions (Dale, 1976; Frorakin-Rodman, 1978). When 
babies come into the world, they encounter many types of 
stimuli. Infants' sound productions generate responses 
which are generally favorable to the process of language 
acquisition. The stages which precede their first word, 
cooing, babbling, and crying set the basis for advanced 
communication. Eventually, babies make use of both vocal 
and non-vocal behavior to establish their need to 
communicate. It is up to the interacting agents, the 
parents or caretakers to stimulate the infants' linguistic 
growth. Eventually, phonological and conceptual develop¬ 
ment lead to the first word, which is preceded by 
imitation and creative production. 
During the last fifty years, linguists have spent 
interest and energies in studying the progress, from the 
first anguished cry to the formulation of utterances which 
resemble adult speech (Brown, 1980). Consequently, a 
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significant body of knowledge on children's first language 
acquisition is now available. This knowledge base has been 
developed through questions such as the following: How 
does the infant progress from no language at all to adult 
competence in a language, from the first word to tens of 
thousands, from telegraphese at 1^ years of age to complex, 
cognitively precise, socioculturally appropriate sentences 
just a few years later (Brown, 1980: 18)? 
Language acquisition and development have been 
recognized as critical factors affecting children's general 
academic success. Studies have shown that the kind of 
learner one becomes depends on the language patterns one 
has learned prior to official entrance into school 
(Weikart, 1966). 
Theories of First Language Acquisition 
Theories of first language acquisition can be placed 
within a continuum. Influenced by psychological theories, 
at one extreme is the behaviorist position, which perceives 
children coming into the world with a "tabula rasa"; that 
is, a clean slate bearing no preconceptions about the world 
or about language. As children develop, their behavior is 
shaped by their environment, slowly conditioning them 
through various schedules of reinforcement (Brown, 1980). 
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This view is best represented by the beliefs of Skinner 
(1957). 
At the other end of the continuum is the position that 
claims the children are born with very specific innate 
knowledge, which includes not only general predispositions 
and tendencies, but also knowledge of the nature of 
language and of the world (Chomsky, 1965). It is evident 
that these perceptions of language acquisition differ in 
perspectives as well as focus (Brown, 1980). 
Behavioristic Theories 
The behavioristic theory focuses on the immediately 
perceptible aspects of language behavior. That is, a 
behaviorist might consider effective language behavior to 
be the production of correct responses in reaction to 
stimuli. If a particular response is reinforced, it then 
becomes habitual or conditioned. Thus, children produce 
linguistic responses that are reinforced. One of the best 
known attempts to construct a behavioristic model of 
linguistic behavior is embodied in Skinner's (1957) classic 
verbal behavior theory. This theory became an extension 
of his theory of learning by operant conditioning which 
stated that: Conditioning in which the organism emits a 
response, or operant, without necessarily observable 
maintained by reinforcement (p. 27). 
stimuli, that operant is 
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Presently, few linguists and psychologists would agree that 
Skinner's model of verbal behavior adequately accounts for 
the capacity of acquiring and developing language. Further¬ 
more, they question its ability to explain meaning in 
terms of the abstract nature of language. 
Linguists, in their attempt to extend the base of the 
behavioristic theory, proposed modified theoretical 
positions. The mediation position was developed out of 
Paulore's Continuity Theory (Brown, 1980), in which meaning 
is accounted for by claiming that the linguistic stimulus 
elicits a mediating response that is self-stimulating. 
This mediation theory attempts to account for abstraction, 
but still leaves numerous questions unanswered about the 
abstract nature of language and the integral relationship 
between meaning and utterance. That is, it has not been 
able to explain the fact that all sentences have a deep 
structure, a psychological reality, and a reality 
associated with one's system of meaning and knowledge. 
Near the behavioristic side of the continuum falls 
the work of Jenkins and Palermo (1964) as another attempt 
to account for first language acquisition. They claimed 
that children may acquire a frame of phrase-structure 
grammar and learn stimulus response equivalences that can 
be substituted within each frame. Imitation was an 
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important, if not essential, aspect of establishing 
stimulus-response associations (Brown, 1980). 
Like other behavioristic theories this last leaves 
unsolved problems and unanswered questions. The Mediation 
Theory does not account for children's creativity, 
evidenced by their ability to produce and comprehend novel 
utterances. With scientific method and empirical observa¬ 
tion, the behavioristic approach can only begin to explain 
the amazing process of language acquisition. 
Generative Theories 
At the opposite end of the theoretical continuum from 
the behaviorists are the generative theories of children’s 
language acquisition. These theories approach the problem 
of language acquisition from a rationalistic perspective 
by asking deeper questions and looking for more appropriate 
explanations of the process of language acquisition. 
Brown (1980) identifies two types of generative theories 
in children’s language research. The first is the 
Nativist approach, and the second, an outgrowth of the 
first, is the Cognitive approach. 
a. Nativist approach: 
Using the term Nativist, linguists made the fundamental 
assertion that language acquisition is innately determined. 
That is, we are born with a built-in device that 
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predisposes us to language acquisition and to systematic 
perceptions of the language around us, resulting in the 
construction of an internalized system of language 
(Chomsky, 1965). 
Lenneberg (1967) proposed that language is a "species- 
specific" behavior, and that certain modes of perception, 
categorizing abilities, and other language-related 
mechanisms are biologically determined (p. 69). Chomsky 
(1965) claimed the existence of innate properties of 
language to explain the child's mastery of his native 
language in such a short time, despite the highly abstract 
nature of the rules of language. These innate properties 
of language are included in what Chomsky describes as The 
Little Black Box of Sorts, a language acquisition device 
(LAD). McNeil (1966) identifies the four innate 
linguistic properties as follows: 
—The ability to distinguish speech sound from other 
sounds in the environment. 
—The ability to organize linguistic events into 
various classes that can later be refined. 
—Knowledge that only a certain number of linguistic 
systems are possible and other kinds are not. 
_The ability to engage in constant evaluation of a 
developing system so as to construct the simplest 
possible system out of the linguistic data gathered. 
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Even though the proposition of the nativists addresses 
many of the innumerable aspects of language acquisition, it 
has been unable to explain the origin of the LAD Mechanism 
(Brown, 1980). Nativists were not as successful in solving 
the language acquisition problem as was the Behaviorists' 
parallel construction model. But McNeil's proposal opened 
the possibilities for further research in such areas as 
the abstract system of language, linguistic universals, 
theories of meaning, and the nature of human knowledge. 
More important, it presented some practical contributions 
in terms of discoveries about how the system of children's 
language works. 
Chomsky (1966), McNeil (1966) and their colleagues 
brought attention to the whole process in which children 
form related hypotheses and test them through their own 
speech. As long as the process continues, these 
hypotheses are revised, reshaped or abandoned. In fact, 
this hypotheses-testing view is not new. Literature shows 
that fifteen centuries ago, St. Augustine provided in his 
Confessions an introspection of how the process unfolds. 
Although some questions still surround the belief 
of the Nativists' theoretical position, this position made 
at least two important contributions to the understanding 
of the first-language learning process: (1) it sought 
freedom from the restrictions of the empiricist method, to 
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explore the unseen, unobservable, underlying abstract 
linguistic structure developed in children, and (2) it 
provided a description of children's language as a 
legitimate rule-governed consistent communicative system 
(Brown, 1980). 
b. Cognitive Approach: During the late 1960's a new 
movement in language research was perceived. This movement, 
although on the generative-cognitive side of the continuum, 
seemed to search for the deeper essence of language 
production. It considered language as one aspect of the 
cognitive and affective ability to deal with the world. 
Language, then could not be considered as a separate 
aspect from the cognitive and affective framework. 
Linguists, accepting this new language approach, agreed 
that the generative rules of Nativists were failing to 
account for the functions of language. That is, the 
meaning of language had not received appropriate considera¬ 
tion . 
Bloom (1971), Piaget (1955), and Slobin (1971) 
initiated a new wave in child-language studies in which 
they centered their attention on the cognitive pre- 
requisities of linguistic behavior. Piaget (1955), while 
studying learning and child development, stated that what 
children learn about language is determined by what they 
already know" about the world. Many scholars have 
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followed Piaget's principle that children develop through 
activities by acting upon their environment. This 
principle has motivated language researchers to focus on 
the context in which children learn language. Interactions 
such as seeing, touching, hearing and negotiations with 
others are sources of development in all areas including 
language. The development of children occurs gradually and 
is intrinsically bound up with the development of concepts. 
Children's semantic learning grows through interaction 
with adults and environments. Geneshi, and Dyson (1984), 
and Slobin (1971) proposed that in all languages semantic 
learning depends on cognitive development. The sequence 
of development is determined more by semantic complexity 
than by structural complexity. In this context, Slobin 
(1979) stated: 
The child must be able to perceive, analyze, and store 
verbal messages; he must conceive of a stable world 
with objects and events and human participants' and 
he must be able to engage in social interaction for 
the achievement of various personal and interpersonal 
goals (p. 8). 
Bloom's (1971) analysis of language development is 
based upon conceptualization of the relationship between 
cognition and language. Bloom proposed that what children 
know will determine what they learn about the code for both 
speaking and understanding messages. The author concluded 
that the development of perception and cognition are keys 
to the process of language acquisition. 
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This new approach to first—language acquisition re¬ 
search has focused on the functions of language in discourse, 
thereby to studying the communicative function of language. 
Environmentalist Theories 
Environmentalist views emphasize the aspect of 
language learning which relates to other learning tasks, 
and they assume the dependence of language learning on 
environmental conditions. In this respect, Halliday (1978) 
describes language as the major vehicle through which 
individuals learn to act as members of society and to 
adopt its culture, thought, actions, beliefs and values. 
In Halliday's terms, as infants are socialized, they first 
learn to mean, not to speak. By the time children utter 
the first words, they have developed a good understanding 
of the purpose of language. That is, the functions of 
language in human interaction has been conceptualized. 
According to Halliday, there are seven general functions 
that children use in interacting with others: 
1. Instrumental: the "I want" function 
2. Regulatory: the "do as I tell you" function 
3. Interaction: the "me and you" function 
4. Personal: the "here I come" function 
5. Heuristic: the "tell me why" function 
6. Imaginative: the "let’s pretend" function 
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7. Informative: the "I've got something to tell you" 
function 
(Genishi and Dyson, 1984, p. 76) 
Conclusion 
This review of the literature related to the theories 
of first language acquisition is the framework which guided 
this research. The cummulative knowledge that every 
linguistic theory on language acquisition has documented 
is the base for understanding the language acquisition 
process. Even though each theoretical approach documents 
its uniqueness, all these approaches seem to agree that 
children's language acquisition process requires some 
knowledge of the world and how it is socially organized. 
Moreover, children need to understand the human intentions 
encoded in the speech act. The theory of innate knowledge 
establishes the inherent ability of children to interact 
with their immediate environment. With each attempt, 
researchers are contributing to enrich the field of 
language acquisition. 
Language Research on Bilingual Children 
This section is directed at the study of language 
research in bilingual children in the United States. The 
first part provides an overview of the legislation about 
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bilingual education and the research efforts of scholars 
who have studied bilingual children. The second part 
focuses on simultaneous bilingual acquisition, and the 
third part addresses sequential bilingual language 
acquisition. 
Forces Promoting Dual Language-Acquisition 
Research: Legislation and Litigation 
Contemporary bilingual education in public schools 
began with the Coral Way School Bilingual Program in 
Miami, Florida (Cordasco, 1969). This program became the 
unofficial model school for the nation. This experiment 
confirmed that bilingual education was feasible as a means 
of assisting non-English speakers to attain the necessary 
skills to function in two languages, Spanish and English. 
Out of the Civil Rights Movement emerged the case of 
Brown vs. Board of Education which stated the importance 
of an equal opportunity for public education. Consequently, 
the Bilingual American Education Act of 1968 reflected 
increasing awareness of the need for programs that are 
aimed at the improvement of education for other linguistic 
groups through the use of the bilingual approach (Hornby, 
1977). The Bilingual Education Act of 1968 provided 
supplemental funding for school districts interested in 
to meet the special educational establishing programs 
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needs of large numbers of children of limited English 
speaking ability in the United States. The children served 
under Title VII also had to be from low income families 
(Appendix B, Federal Policy on Bilingual Education, 1968). 
In 1974, the Federal Government provided a clearer 
definition of what constitutes a bilingual education pro¬ 
gram. This amended act of 1974 superceded the 1968 version, 
and was more explicit in intent and design (Molina, 1978). 
It states that: 
Instruction given, and study of English and to the 
extent necessary to allow a child to progress 
effectively through the educational system, the native 
language of the children of limited English speaking 
ability, and such instruction is given with 
appreciation for the cultural heritage of such 
children and with respect to elementary school 
instruction, such instruction shall, to the extent 
necessary, be in all courses of subjects of study 
which will allow a child to progress effectively 
through the educational system. (p. 18) 
During the massive implementation of the new federally 
funded bilingual education programs, many difficulties 
arose. The lack of explicitness in the language of the 
1968 Act and its regulations lead to practices which con¬ 
flicted with the intent of the law to provide equal 
educational opportunity (Molina, 1978). 
Throughout the latter part of the sixties and the 
beginning of the seventies the case of Lau vs. Nichols 
directed national attention to the inadequacies of 
traditional education in providing equal educational 
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opportunity to childron of limitod English spoaking 
abilities who were from other linguistic groups (Gonzalez, 
Molina, Silberman, 1978). The impact of this court decision 
was significant in clarifying and defining the guidelines 
to be followed by districts serving bilingual students. The 
1974 LAU Act established the guidelines to be followed for 
identification and placement of limited English speakers. 
The Act expresses the need for home language and classroom 
teacher surveys as means of initial evaluation. 
Language of Low Socio-Economic Status Children 
The number of Hispanic children living in poverty has 
grown steadily since 1979, when 26% of Hispanic population 
lived in poverty. By 1983, approximately 38% of Hispanic 
children lived in poverty (Drum, 1985, p. 5). Studies of 
the language of the children who come from low socio¬ 
economic background suggest that their language development 
is generally below that of middle class children (Farran, 
1982). These children are limited by the lack of social 
and economic experiences which directly affect their 
ability to profit from a traditional school curriculum. 
Furthermore, when the school curriculum and expectations 
for kindergarten and first grade students are based 
primarily on middle class Anglo-American values, children 
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who come from a different background are placed at a dis¬ 
advantage. It has been pointed out by many psychologists 
that when children from different linguistic and or socio¬ 
cultural backgrounds go to school, most of them suffer a 
syndrome known as cultural shock (Bernstein, 1961). That 
is, their expectations do not match what the school offers 
or is willing to accept. Cultural shock has been defined 
by Spradley and Phillips (1972) as: 
Through the process of enculturation the individual 
in any society acquires those skills necessary for 
participation in a particular socio-cultural system. 
The individual is faced with the task of adjusting to 
cultural values, role expectations, and behavior 
patterns for which he was not socialized. Language 
differences confront one with new phonemes, morphemes 
and semantic units personal space is defined 
differently: new foods, ways to eat, sleeping 
customs, affective responses, and a host of other 
changes are encountered by those who experience a 
drastic change in cultural environment. The stress 
induced by these changes has been identified as 
cultural shock. (p. 520) 
For example, Spanish-speaking children who have been 
involved in the process of adaptation to a new community 
and a new cultural environment also have to confront the 
demands of an alien school environment. As Cardenas (1972) 
states, the incompatibility between the language that 
children speak at home and the language of the instructional 
program creates a type of deceleration in school performance 
and socially limits children. Furthermore, Gilberts, 
Guckin and Leeds (1971) found that among the variables 
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which influence teacher expectations, language use following 
socio-economic status affects the ratings white teachers 
assign to students and it has great impact in producing 
negative assessment. As the literature shows, teachers 
believe that lower class children do not do as well in 
school as middle class children (Rosenthal, 1968). 
Educators associate children’s school achievement not only 
with the social class, but even more with the language 
patterns that they exhibit. It is a common belief that a 
"particular child is intelligent because s/he has an 
intensive vocabulary" (Wells, 1963). Rosenthal (1968) and 
Bernstein (1961) have postulated that the type of language 
spoken in lower class families is a restricted form of 
language, whereas middle class families use a more elaborate 
code. They believe that this difficulty is likely to 
increase as children go through school, unless they learn 
the middle-class language used in the school. Rosenthal 
(1968) has shown that teacher’s expectations have a 
significant effect on learning. Psychological experiments 
by Williams (1969) and Henrie (1969) point out the role 
that dialect plays in generating these expectations. 
McIntosh and Ornstein (1974) found that teachers 
consider bilingual youngsters to be at a considerable 
disadvantage as far as language is concerned. With respect 
to this "disadvantage", Labov (1969) brings to the attention 
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of scholars the notion of "verbal deprivation" as part of 
the modern mythology of educational psychology. These are 
typically unfounded notions that tend to grow rapidly in 
our educational system. The myth of verbal deprivation is 
particularly dangerous because it diverts attention away 
from the weaknesses of the educational system to the 
supposed problems of the child (Spolsky, 1972). 
Moreover, according to Valdes-Fallis (1974), 
bilingualism itself is poorly understood by most educators. 
Most of the literature available to the classroom teacher 
misrepresents language processes that are normal for 
bilingual speakers of any linguistic community. Some 
educators, who do not understand what such language alterna¬ 
tion (codeswitching) involves, are eager to label children 
"alingual" when this phenomenon appears in their speech. 
I 
According to Felix-deLeon (1985) a teacher's negative 
attitude toward codeswitching creates low expectations 
for students who exhibit this pattern. 
It is critical that educators become aware of the 
implications of the linguistic limitations of children who 
are in transition from first language acquisition and 
development to second language acquisition and development 
(Hubert, 1982). According to statistics from the 1980 
Census of Population and Housing, it has been estimated 
that about seven million children need special language 
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programs. These data support the need to respond to the 
educational need of non-English speakers. There is a large 
number of children in the American public schools whose 
primary language is not English and who have special 
communication difficulties when interacting in monolingual 
English social contexts. A study conducted in Hartford, 
Adelante”, (Hubert, et. al., 1982) documents the language 
limitations that Hispanic children exhibit when entering 
bilingual kindergarten. Nedler’s (1970) research study 
revealed that the typical Mexican-American child, urban or 
migrant, reaches school age with little knowledge of 
English. His/her proficiency in Spanish is often limited 
as well. 
According to Levenston (1971), difficulties with 
English expression may hinder social maturity and cause 
children to become uneasy, tense and reluctant to express 
themselves verbally. Furthermore, the errors that 
children make in pronunciation may cause a negative 
reaction from peers further inhibiting oral language 
(Zintz, 1969). A far more serious problem is the mis- 
classification and misplacement of students solely on the 
f 
basis of linguistic differences (Glass, 1979; Gonzales, 
1972; and Maldonado-Colon, 1984). As the Coleman Report 
(1966) stated on the national level, Puerto Rican students 
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scored generally lower than every other ethnic group 
(including Black and Mexican Americans) in such crucial 
areas as educational achievement, self-concept, and verbal 
ability. 
This series of limitations have brought attention to 
findings based on incomplete data, or on populations 
different from those for which the study measures were in¬ 
tended (Gumperz, 1970). The claim that low socio-economic 
conditions tend to interfere with language development 
among minority groups children has been under scrutiny 
since the tests utilized are linguistically and culturally 
biased (Bernstein, 1961; Labov, 1969; Osborn, 1968; and 
Saville-Troike, 1973). 
Given the increasing number of students of limited 
English proficiency and the limited understanding as well 
as misconceptions professionals seem to have about these 
children, it seems critical that research address the work 
which has been done on first-language acquisition among 
bilingual students. The next section reviews descriptive 
and empirical data on this population with unique 
linguistic characteristics. 
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Studies of Language Acquisition and Development 
Among Early Childhood Bilinguals' - 
Recent early childhood studies reflect new directions 
in the interpretation of this stage, focussing on it as a 
process based in human biology and shaped by the child's 
relationship to the object world. This trend has resulted 
in new approaches in linguistic research. Researchers have 
focused their attention toward the input children receive 
in the process of language acquisition and development 
rather than merely focusing on linguistic production 
(Garcia, 1983). For two decades, new efforts have focused 
on the child-parent relationship to isolate variables 
affecting child language acquisition and development. 
Garcia (1983) conducted a study to document data on 
bilingual mothers' interaction with their children. The 
study was conducted in a school setting with twelve 
Spanish/English bilingual mother-child dyads. The 
children's ages ranged between eight and thirty two months 
at the beginning of the study, which focused on conversa¬ 
tional codeswitching. The findings seem to indicate that 
there may be an implicit strategy parents use in teaching 
their children two languages. 
Even though psycholinguists have concentrated their 
research efforts on the acquisition of one language, 
other research reflects cross-linguistic studies 
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(D© Villiers and De Villiers, 1978; Lenneberg and Lenneberg, 
1975). A common methodological approach reflected in this 
research is comparative linguistic analysis of the verbal 
production of children who are learning different languages 
(Bowerman, 1975; Braine, 1976). 
Slobin (1971) has suggested applying psycholinguistic 
principles to the study of bilingual children to determine 
the complexities of the formal rules of each language the 
child uses. Such application would generate information 
concerning the rule-making abilities of the speakers. 
Saville and Troike (1973) state that in early childhood 
bilingual contexts, children learn to express new concepts 
in one language or the other. Thus, language and concept 
development cannot be separated. This supposition suggests 
that careful attention should be given to the developmental 
sequence in the child's particular culture, for the sake 
of the child's emotional well-being as well as his/her 
efficiency in language performance. 
Simultaneous Language Acquisition 
Since the beginning of the century, there has been 
evidence demonstrating that children are capable of 
acquiring two languages simultaneously. For instance, 
Ronjat (1913) reported the development of French and 
German in his own son. Pavlovitch (1920) described the 
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development of two languages, French and Serbian, in his 
son. Geissler (1933), as a teacher of foreign languages, 
observed young children acquiring up to four languages 
simultaneously without difficulty. Smith (1935), in a 
study of missionary families who spoke English and 
Chinese, reported difficulty during simultaneous 
acquisition, although the researcher attributed the 
difficulty to the language-mixing character of the 
children’s speech. 
One of the first broad systematic investigations of 
bilingual acquisition in young children was done by Leopold 
(1947, 1949a, b). Leopold studied the simultaneous 
acquisition of English and German in his daughter, ob¬ 
serving patterns of variance in acquisition and dominance. 
Environmental circumstances influenced linguistic production. 
Two in-depth studies of children's bilingualism 
(Padilla and Liebman, 1975; and Swain, 1972) have 
demonstrated that simultaneous acquisition of two 
languages is similar to the acquisition of one language. 
Swain's study, which focused on the wh— and yes/no 
questions in French and English bilinguals, suggests that 
bilingual language development is four to five months 
behind monolingual language development because bilingual 
children have more to acquire and differentiate than 
monolingual children. 
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Padilla and Liebman ('1975') have stated that bilineual 
children learn to differentiate the rules for each of their 
two laneuaee systems at a very early aere. The authors 
concluded that acquisition of bilingualism proceeds in much 
the same manner as the acquisition of a single language 
(p. 35). 
According to Garcia (1983) early childhood bilingualism 
suggests the simultaneous acquisition of more than two 
languages during the first five years of life. He suggests 
that the following conditions are required: (1) linguistic: 
The children must be able to comprehend and produce some 
features of each language without even being aware of the 
language they are speaking; (2) social: Children are 
exposed naturally to two linguistic systems as they are 
used in social interaction during early childhood; (3) 
developmental: Both languages must reflect a simultaneous 
language development. Note that these conditions consider 
psychological and physiological development as important 
factors in bilingual acquisitions during early childhood. 
Nygren-Junkin's study (1977) analyzed code interaction 
in simultaneous bilingual language acquisition. The 
study's findings indicate that children followed three 
stages of development during the early linguistic 
differentiation period: 
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1. In the language cooperation period, the child uses 
items from both languages in a complementary 
fashion since most items are available in only one 
language. 
2. In the linguistic interference phase, the child 
acquires words from both languages to designate 
some item, action, or function but may occasion¬ 
ally produce mixed utterances. 
3. In the code separation stage, the child separates 
the two linguistic systems with minimal "mixing" 
(p. 70). 
Other empirical research has suggested that, from the 
beginning, bilingual infants use two distinct sets of 
rules in language production. In this respect, Padilla and 
Liebman (1975) followed Brown’s model (1973) in recording 
linguistic interactions of children over a five month 
period. They report a longitudinal analysis of Spanish/ 
English acquisition in three two-year-old bilingual 
children. An analysis of some dependent linguistic 
variables (phonolingual, grammatical, syntactic and 
semantic characteristics) was conducted to determine if 
the children were acquiring their two languages at a rate 
comparable to that of monolingual children. The' study 
showed no evidence in the language sample that could 
suggest a slower rate of language growth for bilingual 
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children. The researchers observed gains in both languages, 
as well as differentiation of linguistic systems at 
phonological, lexical and syntactic levels. It is inter¬ 
esting to note that fathers of two of the subjects involved 
in the study were graduate students, while the third child’s 
parents were high school graduates with no further formal 
education. Nevertheless, all children demonstrated similar 
progress in their dual language acquisition and development 
processes. 
Although the empirical evidence discussed so far is 
significant, there is a serious lack of research on 
simultaneous Spanish/English language acquisition. This 
lack of data limits the interpretation of patterns observed 
among bilingual children. 
McLaughlin (1981) offers the following three generaliza¬ 
tions explaining the processes of simultaneous bilingual 
acquisition: 
1. Dual language acquisition in the earlier stages is 
similar to single language acquisition. Children 
experiencing balanced exposure to two languages 
develop both languages as do monolingual speakers 
of either language. Initially, children seem to 
work from a single set of rules, thereafter a stage 
of language mixing emerges, especially lexical 
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mixing. Gradually, after an unspecified period, two 
sets of rules become differentiated. 
2. The quality of exposure influence production. When 
exposure to the language is less balanced, there 
may be more persistent linguistic transfer and more 
frequent introduction of the vocabulary of one 
language into the grammatical system of the other. 
3. In bilingual children, there is a single language 
system that underlies both languages. Rather than 
postulating separate linguistic systems, McLaughlin 
advocates two linguistic subsystems each analogous 
to the linguistic codes of a monolingual speaker. 
(P. 23) 
Sequential Bilingual Acquisition 
Children who become bilingual during preschool years 
or after the age of three have recently attracted scholars' 
attention. Ramirez (1985) has identified this type of 
language acquisition process as sequential bilingualism. 
Sequential bilinguals already possess basic linguistic 
and communicative abilities in their first language when 
f 
the second (L2) is introduced. Ramirez (1985) suggests 
that scholars documenting this condition have questioned 
the degree of first language (L^) interference and of 
second language acquisition (L2)- 
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Several studies have described the second language 
acquisition processes in languages like French (Ervin-Tripp, 
1974); German (Wode, 1978); and Spanish (Dato, 1970). The 
influence of the first language on the acquisition of 
English as a second language among Spanish speaking 
children has been also analyzed (Dulay and Burt, 1974). 
Concerning Spanish/English bilingualism, Carrow 
(1971-72) conducted a study among bilingual Mexican- 
American children in the Southwest. The researcher 
restricted her study to the domain of young children 
between ages three years ten months to six years nine 
months. To evaluate the children's linguistic abilities 
Carrow administered a receptive measure, the Auditory Test 
for Language Comprehension (1972). A comparison of English 
and Spanish comprehension revealed that (a) linguistically, 
the children were heterogeneous, some scoring better in 
one language than the other while others were equal in 
both languages; (b) a great proportion of children scored 
higher in English than in Spanish; (c) both languages 
tended to improve across linguistic parameters as children 
became older. All alternatives were evident even among 
older children for whom Spanish was not used as a medium 
of instruction in educational programs. 
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In another study involving the cross-sectional compari¬ 
son of English comprehension among monolingual English and 
bilingual Spanish/English children, Carrow (1972) reported 
a positive developmental trend for both Spanish and English 
in bilingual children. She found that bilingual children 
tended to score lower than monolingual children on English 
measures during the ages of three years ten months to 
five years nine months. But at six years nine months, 
bilinguals and monolinguals do not differ significantly 
on the same English measures. The results seemed to in¬ 
dicate that: (a) at the receptive level Spanish/English 
speaking children were improving their competence on both 
languages; (b) bilingual children tend to be heterogeneous 
as a group, favoring one language (typically English) 
over the other.; (c) bilingual children "lagged" behind 
monolingual children in their English acquisition, but 
eventually attained the expected English skills. Carrow's 
work has been recognized as offering some initial empirical 
information relevant to the study of early acquisition of 
Spanish/English language among bilinguals (Garcia, 1983). 
Dulay and Burt (1974) have analyzed specific 
grammatical constructions in the speech of 179 Spanish 
speaking children (5-8 years old) learning English as a 
second language. The researchers classified the errors from 
the speech of their participants into three categories: 
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1. Developmental"; errors similar to those made by 
children learning English as a first language. 
2. Interference: errors similar in structure to a 
semantically equivalent phrase or sentence in 
Spanish. 
3. Unique: errors neither developmental nor inter¬ 
ference in nature. (p. 132) 
They concluded that the second language acquisition 
process appears to be quite similar to that found among 
monolingual English speaking children. It does seem to 
involve both transfer and developmental errors. 
Garcia (1983) analyzed developmental data relative to 
the acquisition of Spanish and English for Spanish/English 
bilingual three and four-year-old children and the 
acquisition of English for a group of matched English 
speakers only. These findings reveal that: (a) acquisi¬ 
tion of both Spanish and English was evident at complex 
morphological, grammatical and syntactic levels for 
(Spanish-English) four year old children, (b) for the 
bilingual children studied, English was more advanced, 
based on the quality of obtained morphological and 
syntactic instances of language productions; and (c) there 
were no quantitative or qualitative differences between 
(Spanish-English) bilingual children and matched English- 
only controls on English language production. 
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There is a need to continue research in the field of 
sequential early childhood bilingualism. The variables 
which interact and affect the process of first and second 
language acquisition among bilingual children must be 
identified. The information needed is critical for place¬ 
ment and programming, particularly to ascertain language 
of instruction for bilingual children. 
Codeswitching 
This section begins with a discussion of codeswitching 
as a sociolinguistic phenomenon. It is followed by a 
summation of research findings about codeswitching among 
youngsters. The chapter concludes with a presentation of 
empirical data specifically related to Puerto Rican 
children. 
Linguistics h.ave recognized that languages in contact 
can affect each other. When speakers of different 
languages interact for extended periods of time, significant 
changes invariably result in one or both of the language 
systems. 
The social meaning and significance of variations in 
speech codes thus represents an important issue in the 
sociology of language. 
Literature focused in codeswitching reflects that this 
for sociolinguists, bilingual is an important topic 
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educators and social psychologists. Increasing interest in 
the topic has guided scholars to create a working definition 
of codeswitching. Codeswitching has been defined as: 
The alternate use of distinct codes (Haugen, 1956;40). 
The use of more than one language by communicants in 
the execution of a speech act (DiPietro, 1976;1). 
A common term for alternative use of two or more 
languages, varieties of a language, or even speech styles 
(Hymes, 1974, 103). 
The alternate use of two languages on the word phrase, 
clause or sentence level (Valdes-Fallis, 1974;95). 
Code alternation within the same discourse (Diebold, 
1963;55). 
Scholars' interest in codeswitching resulting from 
language contact has been increasing since the fifties. 
The publication of The Norwegian Language in America and 
Bilingualism in the Americans by Haugen (1956) and 
Languages in Contact by Weinreich (1953), initiated the 
systematic study of multilingualism. Weinreich (1953) 
defines interlingual impact as "interference”. In this 
respect Hauge (1956) takes a different approach. His 
interlingual typology reflects different degrees of 
bilingual code distinctiveness. He states that language 
contact difuses in three mostly discrete stages: (1) 
codeswitching, (2) interference, and (3) integration. 
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According to his typology, codeswitching constitutes the 
alternate use of distinct codes; interference constitutes 
"overlapping”; and integration occurs when elements of 
one language become a part of another language, a language 
that for a certain period of time has changed through 
contact (Shaffer, 1978). According to Haugen's scheme, 
both interference and integration create a certain degree 
of leveling in the structural distinctiveness of both codes. 
By contrast, codeswitching involves word-alternating and 
phrases-alternating in the other language (Shaffer, 1978). 
Group bilingualism, especially where both languages are 
actively used over decades or even centuries, contributes 
greatly to both switching and borrowing. 
Codeswitching between pairs of languages has been 
studied in some depth. This language alternation has 
been found to be characteristic of communities whose 
members are bilingual in Swedish and English, Greek and 
English, Yiddish and English, German and English, two 
dialects of Hindi and English, Hindu and Punjabi, and 
English and Spanish (Valdes-Fallis, 1981.95). Unfor¬ 
tunately, very little is said about the characteristics 
of bilingual speakers who in their communities usually 
alternate between two languages. Gumperz (1976) 
introduced a preliminary typology related to the adult 
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conversational codeswitching functions; quotations, 
address, specification, interjections, repetition, 
message qualification, personalization vs. objectivization. 
Valdes-Fallis (1974) in her work, reports on both, 
situational and stylistic factors affecting codeswitching. 
She included in her stylistic codeswitching patterns such 
categories as: quotations, discourse marker, (similar to 
Gumperz's "interjections"), repetition, paraphrase 
(related to Gumperz's message qualifications and 
repetition) and parenthetical or personal use (related to 
Gumperz's "personalization vs. objectivization"). 
Valdes also mentions emphasis, contract, narration and 
performulation. 
Clyne (1967) has observed that not all switching is 
dictated by situational appropriateness. Some switches 
are caused by the selection of particular lexical items. 
These switches, he claims, are "internally conditioned" 
or "triggered." Clyne also finds that triggering is 
either anticipatory or consequential. He, then, specified 
some kinds of words that can act as trigger words: 
cognates, proper nouns, and loanwords, dyne's general 
concept of triggering—the concept that one word can 
dictate the language of surrounding units—was 
significant to a better' understanding of switching (p. 84). 
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In this respect, Elias-Olivares (1982) has stated that 
a change in the type of interaction may trigger a language 
variety like Calo (slang) of East Austin. She has observed 
that a change in Northern Mexican Spanish, Popular Spanish 
and Mixed Spanish to Calo may signal anger, or a jocular 
turn, or to show disrespect, or heated argument. (p. 271) 
Attitudes toward codeswitching vary among English/ 
Spanish bilinguals. Some people firmly believe that code- 
switching is wrong, and carefully avoid it in their own 
speech. Many other English/Spanish bilinguals see code¬ 
switching as a positive tool, affirming their allegiance to 
both their Hispanic heritage and the Anglo-American 
culture around them. Elias-Olivares (1976) comments: 
Speaking only in Spanish in a non-formal situation to 
a Chicano audience will make the audience believe 
that the speaker is trying to show off. Speaking only 
in English, on the other hand, will be a signal that 
the speaker wants to become Anglicized and does not 
relate to the rest of the bilingual community (p. 182). 
Timm (1975) has documented the position of Spanish/ 
English speakers in terms of codeswitching. A switch to 
Spanish indicates or symbolizes such personal feelings as 
affection, loyalty, commitment, respect, pride, challenge, 
sympathy or religious devotion. Hence, the switch to 
Spanish occurs when the topic of conversation turns to 
aspects of the Mexican culture or life in the barrio. On 
the other hand, a switch to English often shows a speaker’s 
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feelings of detachment, conflict of interest, aggression, 
fear or pain. Sometimes it may reflect a shift of topic 
to matters typically Anglo-American. 
Codeswitching Among Young Speakers 
Literature on dual language acquisition is 
characterized by a paucity of knowledge about the develop¬ 
ment of codeswitching among children. The position of 
different scholars regarding what constitutes a code¬ 
switch has been considered an obstacle in conducting 
research on children’s codeswitching. Some researchers 
have been concerned with the alternate choice of codes 
triggered by shifts in such factors as topic, setting and 
participants. Gumperz (1972) has termed situational 
switching to be the code alternation that occurs within a 
sentence but instead occurs between structurally identifi¬ 
able stages or episodes of a speech event. Gumperz (1976) 
has analyzed codeswitching from another position, terming 
it as "conversational codeswitching". This kind of code¬ 
switching occurs within sentences and within constituents, 
and raises questions of just what model of grammar would 
generate those kind of utterances. In this kind of 
conversational codeswitching the listener, setting and 
topic remain constant, and therefore the factors which 
cause the switch to another language are not present. 
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Empirical research conducted among children has 
addressed both situational and conversational codeswitching. 
McClure’s (1976) work has addressed both types of switch. 
She collected data over a period of six months on both 
functional and the linguistic constraint of children’s 
codeswitching in her study with eight three and four year 
old Spanish speaking children from Mexico and the South¬ 
western United States. She conducted the study over a 
period of six months. 
McClure (1976) also collected data from 39 Mexican- 
American children enrolled in a kindergarten through fourth 
grade during a two year period of research. Three pre¬ 
school children were also included in this sample. The 
children ranged in age from three to fifteen. McClure’s 
findings for situational codeswitching showed that three 
social characteristics of the participants influence the 
children's codeswitching: language proficiency, language 
preference, and social identity. She also documented 
evidence that discourse type affects the language use. 
The setting and topic did not have a large influence upon 
language selection, and setting by itself did not determine 
language choice. 
McClure also discussed data related to conversational 
codeswitching, her findings overlapped with those reported 
by Gumperz and Valdes-Fallis. Conversational codeswitching 
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appeared to take place for quotation, address specification, 
emphasis, clarification, elaboration, focus attention, 
attraction or retention, parenthesis vs. objectivization, 
and topic shift. McClure’s empirical research demonstrated 
that children's codeswitching has been governed by 
functional and grammatical principles just as adult code¬ 
switching. It was also demonstrated that children code¬ 
switching is neither random nor the result of a linguistic 
deficit. The author concludes that just as there is a 
developmental pattern to be found in monolinguals’ syntactic 
control of language so there is pattern to be also found in 
bilingual control of syntax in codeswitching (p. 429). 
Genishi (1976) studied Spanish/English codeswitching 
among bilingual kindergarten children, attempting to 
identify both situational and conversational codeswitching 
in academic and non-academic settings of a school 
0nvironment. Out of 20 kindergarten children observed, she 
selected four children who were both bilingual and 
sufficiently talkative. They ranged in age from 6:0 to 
6:2. Three of the children were boys and one was a girl. 
The researcher analyzed the relationship of physical 
setting and activity on language choice. Simple relation¬ 
ship among the two variables and language choice was found. 
The study also analyzed three different features of the 
addressee: age, ethnicity, and linguistic ability. 
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Neither age or ethnicity were demonstrated to affect 
language choice. Although the listener's linguistic 
ability had a clear effect on language choice, the topic 
and the intention of the speaker were also analyzed. Re¬ 
lated to topic, the researcher found that Mexican holidays 
were associated with the Spanish language. The categories 
of intention of the speaker associated with specific codes 
or codeswitching examined were: requesting, carrying 
favor; tattling. The findings showed that there were a few 
codeswitches that children used to hold the attention of 
the adult. The researcher states as a major finding of 
the study that the four children were able to choose and 
maintain the language that the listeners were proficient 
in both instructional and non-instructional settings. She 
also challenged the position that bilingual children are 
"deficient" in the sense that the speak neither of their 
languages well (p. 184). 
Fantini (1976) has explored the codeswitching ability 
in bilingual children. He has concentrated his empirical 
research in when and how bilingual children acquire their 
ability to switch. Fantini carried longitudinal case 
studies of two bilingual children from birth to age nine 
in the first case and from birth to five in the second. In 
both cases, from birth on, Spanish was the only language 
spoken at home. English was introduced after the child's 
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second year when each attended a nursery school. 
He concluded that codeswitching in his subjects 
developed very early after the introduction of English 
began. His subjects began to differentiate speech styles 
as early as 2.5 years (p. 292). Fantini's data documented 
several variables related to codeswitching production: 
specific persons present within a limited social situation, 
setting, interlocutor related to their degree of intimacy, 
their physical appearance, certain roles, switching 
patterns, and the presence of audience. He also documented 
that in all cases, the children made their own decisions 
as to whether a specific code met their own terms of 
appropriateness (p. 292). 
Data related to topic did not seem to be as important 
as other linguistic features. The researcher observed an 
increase in interference and linguistic borrowings that 
were associated with specific topical areas. He found it 
to be associated to discussions that required the use of 
culturally bound words, such as blueberries, kleenex, and 
items related to school (p. 107). 
Cornejo (1982) conducted a study that documented the 
language ability of five year old children who were about 
to begin their formal schooling. The researcher collected 
of recorded material representing the 
an initial corpus 
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speech of the Spanish/English bilingual children in Texas. 
The study addressed approximately 100 children who were 
interviewed. A total of 24 were selected for analysis of 
syntax, phonology, lexicon, and semantics. The children's 
bilingual ability was the criterion for the selection of 
these subjects. 
Cornejo's (1982) findings indicate that the language 
patterns of these children to a great extent present 
characteristics which correspond to those expected in areas 
where two or more languages are in contact. The results 
showed a high degree of transfer, borrowing and language 
mixing. According to the investigator, one of the most 
fascinating aspect of the structural and lexical blending 
and mixture in the language of the children was the high 
degree of "grammaticalness" found in their structures 
(p. 155). 
Lindholm and Padilla's study (1978) analyzed the 
language mixing of five Spanish bilingual children ranging 
in age from 2.10 to 6.2. Three of the subjects were 
male and two were females. All of them were born in 
the United States and were second generation Mexican 
Americans. The child's spontaneous speech was taperecorded 
in the home and later transcribed by the experimenters. 
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The child interacted with one pair of female experimenters; 
one spoke only Spanish to the child and the other spoke only 
English. 
An examination of the children's utterances revealed 
that only 110 contained a language mix. The languages mixes 
were classified as lexical or phrasal. Results show that 
mixing occurred mostly at lexical level. The insertion of 
English nouns into Spanish utterances accounts for the 
majority of language mixes. Most of the nouns were inserted 
into a sentence following either an article or a demonstra¬ 
tive. The study's results also demonstrated that the 
children's choice of number agreement between the article 
or demonstrative and the noun was always correct. Although 
the gender of the functions was not always consistent with 
the gender of the noun (p. 332). 
Lindholm and Padilla (1978) stated in their conclu¬ 
sions that children employ language mixes either when they 
lack the lexical entry in their appropriate language or 
when the mixed entry is more salient to the child. The 
mixes were predominantly English nouns inserted into 
Spanish utterances (p. 334). The study's findings also 
strengthen their earlier conclusions (Padilla and Liebman, 
1975; Padilla and Lindholm, 1976a, b) that children are 
able to differentiate their two linguistic systems at an 
early age. 
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Research Findings Among Puerto Rican Children 
Research addressing Puerto Rican children regarding 
codeswitching phenomenon is limited. A search of the 
literature reveals few publications related to this topic. 
Zentella (1978) conducted a study with thirty four 
children aged 6 to 12 of nineteen families on a Puerto 
Rican block in East Harlem. The research was undertaken 
over a period of eighteen months. The purpose of the 
study was to describe and analyze the role of Spanish and 
English in the lives of bilingual children in a community 
setting. The empirical research focused in the functions 
and linguistic characteristics of codeswitching in 
children of different ages and language proficiency levels. 
The study analyzed 2,139 intra-turn codeswitches. 
Fourteen variables were considered; Speaker, addressee, 
language of the switch, syntactic constituency of the 
switch, speaker's knowledge of the switched word(s), 
setting, style, language of the previous statement, 
function, conversational strategy, editing phenomena and 
grammaticalty/equivalence. 
The study's results show that seventy eight percent of 
the children's switches were for words they knew in both 
languages. The majority of the switches were intra— 
sentential and demonstrated the ability to juxtapose 
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constituents from both languages in accordance with the 
grammatical rules of both languages. Another finding was 
that older English-dominant children tended to switch intra- 
sententially and at infrequent switch points more often 
than the youngest Spanish—dominant speaker. The study also 
reflected the roles played by language dominance and the 
social role of the speaker in codeswitching. 
Olmedo-Williams (1981) conducted a study in a third 
grade Spanish/English bilingual classroom, exploring what 
functions codeswitching served in the classroom. She also 
looked at what influence certain situational variables had 
on codeswitching. 
The study was conducted with 16 Puerto Rican children 
who were audi taped as they interacted with peers in the 
classroom and with the teacher and researcher. The 
recording period was conducted during Spanish Language 
Arts, English Language Arts and Math lessons. A smaller 
group of students was also taped during English as a 
second language peer teaching situation. 
The analysis of 330 instances of codeswitches revealed 
that children codeswitched in the classroom for the 
following functions: to control the behavior of 
participants in a group, to clarify and emphasize aspects 
of their communication, to attract the attention of 
listeners, to bid for the floor, to tease others and engage 
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in humor, to accommodate the linguistic needs and preferences 
of different listeners in the group, and to teach vocabulary 
and expressions in the second language. Analysis of code¬ 
switching in relation to situational variables revealed 
that children tended to codeswitch more often in less 
structured tasks such as a game situation, in interaction 
with other bilinguals, in the absence of the teacher, and 
in situations where they could change the topic freely. 
Data documented that the balanced bilingual students per¬ 
formed a wider range of sociolinguistic functions through 
codeswitching than students who were dominant in Spanish 
and English. 
The author states that the analysis of codeswitched 
utterances demonstrated that linguistic weakness was not 
an explanation for codeswitching behavior. The students 
were capable of using both languages, interchangeably, a 
sign that they had the linguistic resources available to 
them. 
Alvarez (1979) conducted an exploratory study designed 
to obtain data on codeswitching among Spanish bilingual 
children in semi-naturalistic environments. The population 
included twenty Spanish speaking bilingual children. Their 
ages ranged from six to ten years of age and all were 
Puerto Rican, including nine females and eleven males. 
The results of the study suggested the existence of 
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systematic patterns of codeswitching at several levels of 
language production for bilinguals. This study evidenced 
a great preference for code changes (intersentential) 
over code mixes (intrasentential) in all conditions 
studied. The researcher's major conclusion is that 
plan their speech by clauses, even when using 
their two languages interchangeably. Coballes-Vega's 
study (1980) examined the nature and function of code¬ 
switching of Chicano and Puerto Rican children. The sample 
included thirty-two subjects, ages 9-14 divided into 
eight cells according to the variables of language deminance, 
sex and ethnicity. Sixteen subjects were English dominant 
and the other sixteen were Spanish dominant. The investi¬ 
gator used two experiments to test the syntactic constraints 
on codeswitching: (1) The Sentence Repetition (SRT), and 
(2) The Sentence Judgment Task (SJT). 
Results from the spontaneous speech sample of paired 
interaction provided data on the various functions of 
codeswitching in an interaction among peers of the same 
ethnicity and sex with and the experimenter. The 
experiment was conducted with two groups. One group was 
composed of sixteen matched pairs where all the variables 
were maintained constant. The other group had sixteen 
unmatched pairs where Spanish dominant and English dominant 
children were paired with ethnicity and sex held constant. 
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Th© rssults from th© SRT indicat© that languag© 
dominanc© did hav© an ©ff©ct in th© subj©cts’ r©p©titions 
of s©nt©nc©s with th© infinitiv© intact in ©ith©r Spanish 
or English. Th©r© w©r© no diff©r©nc©s in r©p©titions of 
mal©s and f©mal©s. Data r©garding ©thnicity did not show 
diff©r©nc©s b©tw©©n Pu©rto Rican and Chicano subjects. 
Th© SJT's results demonstrated no major differences in th© 
way subjects judged sentences as being either Spanish or 
English. 
Major findings were found in the changes subjects 
made in the noun phrase following the verb phrase. Another 
major finding was that English-dominant subjects produced 
both English to Spanish and Spanish to English codeswitches. 
The Spanish dominant subjects produced mostly Spanish to 
English switches. The results of the Spanish-dominant 
matched pairs produced twice the number of switches as the 
English-dominant pairs. Topics such as "television 
programs" and "after school-play" elicited more instances 
of codeswitching. Also, data showed that language 
dominance of the listener played as important function in 
determining the language choice of a speaker. 
Coballes-Vega concluded that bilingual children 
consistently use certain surface syntactic rules for 
codeswitching. She also added that children who codeswitch 
are not confused, but they are responding to factors such 
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as language dominance, sex, ethnicity, setting and topic 
which must be considered in their language choice. 
Conclusion 
This chapter documented a conceptual framework to 
substantiate the position that in order to promote good 
learning opportunities for bilingual children, serious 
consideration must be given to their unique language 
characteristics. Increasing knowledge about the first- 
language acquisition process has raised concern for a 
better understanding of the remarkable capabilities that 
are inherent in the child's language acquisition process. 
Acquisition of a language during early childhood is 
extremely important, as it helps to satisfy the children's 
immediate physiological needs, and it satisfies their 
curiosity about their environment. The whole language 
acquisition process enables children to formulate and 
express their feelings and to have control of their 
immediate sociolinguistic environment. 
First language acquisition in bilingual children is 
influenced by a variety of conditions. Several researchers 
have focused on the interplay of conditions and factors 
influencing dual language acquisition (simultaneous 
acquisition). Although the literature reflects certain 
discrepancies in terms of when one or the other language is 
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is acquired there is a consensus that the first language 
continues to develop. Another position is concerned with 
bilingual children who begin their second language 
acquisition process after the first language has been 
introduced. The literature showed that there is a 
similarity between first and second language acquisition 
in bilingual children. Empirical research documents 
evidence that the developmental stages approximate those 
which monolingual children undergo in acquiring their 
language. In spite of this similarity, the sequence 
followed in the second language acquisition differs more 
in rate than in order from the one followed by monolingual 
children. Beyond dual or sequential language acquisition 
process the literature documents the existence of certain 
linguistic processes that can be considered normal for 
bilingual speakers. Such processes have been documented 
in cross-linguistic studies. One such process, code¬ 
switching, the alternation between two languages in 
utterances or conversation, has been studied with adult 
and children populations. Unfortunately, the majority of 
these studies has considered this linguistic phenomenon 
only among adults. Thus, it reduces the scope of 
information available to the present study. 
Nevertheless available research on children's 
codeswitching has provided some important information 
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related to the codeswitching phenomenon. Several investi¬ 
gators agree that children’s codeswitching is neither 
random nor the result of a linguistic deficiency. Empiri¬ 
cal data documents that codeswitching is evident during 
early stages of language development. Several investiga¬ 
tors conclude that children make their own decisions as to 
whether a specific code meets their own terms for 
appropriateness. 
Finally, empirical research conducted among Puerto 
Rican children has documented functions and linguistics 
characteristic of children codeswitching in their immediate 
community and classroom. It has also provided information 
related to the language dominance of participants and 
their codeswitching production. 
This review of the literature supports the importance 
of language and the mechanism involved, either for mono¬ 
lingual or bilingual children. Furthermore, it has 
attempted to stimulate curiosity in understanding the 
process and factors involved in the codeswitching 
phenomenon among early childhood speakers. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Chapter III describes the methodology employed in this 
study for observing and documenting codeswitching occurrence 
in the target population. Site and target population are 
discussed. Research questions guiding the study are listed. 
The instruments and their field testing are described. The 
last section presents a description of data collection 
procedures and processes used in data analysis. 
Site of the Study 
The school district selected for the study is located 
in central Massachusetts. This school district is 
characterized by its large and diverse immigrant population. 
Educational services in their vernacular have been offered 
to the Greek, Chinese, Italian and Hispanic school popula¬ 
tion through the district's Transitional Bilingual Education 
program since 1971. Presently, the largest linguistic/ 
ethnic group serviced by the school system is Hispanic. 
Population 
According to the 1980 Census data, the city has a 
population of approximately 161,799. Out of this number, 
6,788 are Hispanic. 
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There are 730 Hispanic students in the bilingual 
program in the school district. Five hundred twenty three 
(72%) attend elementary schools. Out of this number, 
102 (19.5%) attend kindergarten. The bilingual kinder¬ 
garten population is distributed among three schools, here 
in denoted as: A, B, and C, School A has an enrollment of 
38 kindergarten bilingual students; School B has 34 
kindergarten bilingual students; and School C has 30 
kindergarten bilingual students.* School C was selected 
for the study because it has had a full-day kindergarten 
for three years, while schools A and B began with a full 
day kindergarten in September 1985. 
The number of students within a kindergarten classroom 
in this district fluctuates between 15 and 23 students. 
Enrollment may vary within the year due to the high 
mobility of students among school districts or within 
schools in the district. 
Research Questions 
The study sought answers to the following research 
questions: 
1. What are the demographic characteristics that 
children who codeswitch have in common? 
*Data provided as of the end of October 1985 by the 
Bilingual Office. 
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2. To what extent to Puerto Rican parents admonish 
their children not to codeswitch? 
3. What is the frequency of codeswitching occurrence 
in the children's discourse? 
4. At what syntactical boundary level is codeswitching 
manifested among Puerto Rican children? 
5. How is the triggering process manifested in the 
children's codeswitching occurrences? 
6. What are the topics about which bilingual 
children prefer to speak in either English or 
Spanish? 
7. How frequently does codeswitching occur when 
topics usually spoken in different languages are 
mixed? 
8. What is the relationship between codeswitching 
and words that have culturally bound meaning? 
9. Are there significant differences in codeswitching 
among bilingual and monolingual children? 
Target population 
The target population of the study consisted of 16 
students selected out of the 31 in the bilingual full-day 
kindergarten in School Co Criteria for the selection of 
subjects were loquacity demons-trated in spontaneous speech. 
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and degree of socialization evidenced by participation in 
classroom daily activities. 
Instrumentation 
Data for this study were collected through five 
instruments: observation records, checklists, audio-tapes, 
a questionnaire and transcript records. To document the 
children's language usage in the classroom, a combination 
of observational record sheet, a language usage checklist, 
and audio-tape recordings were utilized. A parent 
questionnaire addressed home language usage. Both the 
observational record and checklist were adapted from 
Genishi and Dyson's (.1984) record sheet for observing and 
documenting oral language of young children in the class¬ 
room (see Appendices C). 
Additionally, a Transcript Record Sheet was developed 
to summarize all the information provided by the observa¬ 
tion record sheet and audio-tape recordings (See 
Appendix c. 
Classroom observation record sheet 
The purpose of this instrument was to document 
information about the participants' language 
production during ten-minute recording periods. 
The record sheet provided information about time, 
date, observer, and subjects involved in the 
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recording. Participants were involved in an 
activity while speech production was recorded. 
Entries were made by the researcher as the 
observation was conducted. 
Language usage checklist 
The language usage checklist was used to document 
children’s language production. It provided 
information about children's name, language used 
by the participants and the setting of the 
specific activity. The checklist facilitated 
recording the frequency of language production and 
the frequency of codeswitching occurrence during 
the children's discourse. 
Parent Questionnaire 
The parent questionnaire was designed to elicit 
information about the child's developmental 
data, child's language usage outside the school, 
pre-natal and natal information, and parents 
demographic data. The questionnaire was designed 
in both English and Spanish. It contains a total 
of 25 items divided into four major parts: Pre¬ 
natal Phase, Natal Phase, Child's developmental 
Data, and Child's Actual Home Language Usage. 
Demographical information about the parents was 
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also sought in the questionnaire (See Appendix 
C). 
Field Testing of Instruments 
A. Field testing of the recording instrument 
The field testing of the recording instrument was 
conducted using fifteen children who were in kindergarten 
but not participating in the study. Three children were 
selected for the field testing using the control criteria 
for subject selection: speech spontaneity and willingness 
to participate in the activities suggested by the teacher. 
These three children were coloring circles during the art 
period. Their linguistic production was taped for ten 
minutes while they stayed at their tables with the rest of 
the group. The analysis of the transcripts suggested 
several changes to be incorporated during the data 
collection phase. The changes were: 
1. Selection of work area. Excessive noise at the 
table made it almost impossible to transcribe the 
taped selection. An adjacent area needed to be 
designated for data collection purposes. Since 
three to four children engaged in different 
activities were clustered in time spans of ten 
minutes at a time for each taping session, an 
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area of appropriate size and apart from mainstream 
noises had to be chosen. 
Selection of taping settings. The language usage 
checklist suggested necessary changes in the 
setting selection. Data were collected during the 
Spanish Readiness, Spanish Language Arts, Art, 
Snack, and Opening Activities. The lunch period 
was replaced by the snack time due to the high 
level of noise in the lunch room. Outdoor 
activities were replaced by opening or free time 
activities in the classroom, as it was easier to 
observe and collect language samples indoors. 
B. Field testing of the parents' questionnaire 
Field testing of the parents* questionnaire was con¬ 
ducted with three Puerto Rican families who had children in 
kindergarten but whose children were not participating in 
the study. The questionnaire was administered during an 
interview by the researcher. Parents were asked to seek 
clarification on any of the questions that seemed nebulous. 
Parents were encouraged to suggest changes for the improve¬ 
ment of the questionnaire. Administration of the 
questionnaire took an average of ten minutes. Based on the 
parents' responses and suggestions, the following changes 
were made to the questionnaire: 
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1. Pre-natal and natal phase. Question number 4, 
"When did your child begin to speak," was 
changed to "When did your child utter the first 
words?" 
2. Usage of language. Questions number 21 and 22 
required the addition of a comment option; and 
to question number 25, the alternative "both" 
was added. 
The corrected English version of the revised parents' 
questionnaire follows. The Spanish version is included in 
Appendix C. 
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Parents' Questionnaire 
Child's name _ Age 
Birth Place_ 
Father’s name__  Age 
Birth Place___ 
Mother's name_ Age_ 
Birth Place_ 
Address_ 
Telephone_ 
Father's education_Mother's education_ 
Father's occupation_Mother's occupation_ 
Marital Status_ 
A. Pre-natal and nata phase: 
1. Did the mother have any complication during her 
pregnancy? Yes_ No_ 
Explain_______ 
2. Was delivery (childbirth) normal? Yes_ No_ 
3. Did the newborn have any health problem? Yes_No 
4. When did your child utter the first words? 
What language did s/he learn first? 5. 
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B. Developmental data: 
6. Where was the child born? 
7. At what age did the child come to the United 
States?_ 
8. How long has the child been living in the United 
States?__ 
9. How many older brothers and sisters does the child 
have?_ 
10. How many younger brothers and sisters does the child 
have?_ 
11, Who took care of the child before entering school? 
12., What language did this person speak to the child? 
13. Did the child attend any preschool program?_ 
14. What was the language used for instruction?_ 
15. Does your child watch TV programs in English? 
Yes_ No_ 
a. 1-2 hours b. 3-4 hours c. 5-6 hours 
d. more time 
16. Does the child watch TV programs in Spanish? 
Yes_ No_ 
a. 1-2 hours b. 3-4 hours c. 5-6 hours 
d. more time. 
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C. Language usage: 
17. What language does the child speak at home? 
_English _Spanish 
18. To whom does the child speak the most? Please 
indicate by the numbers from 1 (the most) to 
6 (the least): 
_father _^mother _younger brothers/sisters 
_older brothers/sisters _relatives _friends 
19. When did the child start talking in English?_ 
20. Does the child mix English and Spanish when 
speaking? Yes^_ No_ 
21. To whom does the child talk when s/he mixes English 
and Spanish? 
_father _mother _younger brothers/sisters 
_older brothers/sisters _relatives _friends 
22. What are the specific activities where the child 
mixes English and Spanish?_ 
23. Do you think it is appropriate for the child to mix 
English and Spanish when speaking? Yes_ No_ 
24. Is there anyone else at home who mixes English and 
Spanish when talking? Yes_ No_ 
25. What language(s) do you prefer your child to use? 
English_ Spanish_ Both_ 
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Procedures followed for data collection 
The teacher of the only full-day bilingual kindergarten 
in the school district was approached by the researcher. 
The intended project was thoroughly discussed with her. 
Permission to conduct the research was requested from the 
director of the Bilingual Program via presentation of a 
formal abstract of the intended research. The researcher 
met with the bilingual director in order to discuss the 
district’s program guidelines, tests used by the bilingual 
office for identification and placement of students, 
procedures followed for student identification within the 
city, resources available in the district as related to the 
program, and the specific program organization at the 
particular school where the project was to be conducted. 
A confirmation of the data to begin the project was ob¬ 
tained, followed by a visit to the selected school in 
order to meet the school principal. At the meeting, the 
project and its particular relevance to the research area 
and target population were discussed. 
Data collection procedures reported were conducted 
during three phases denoted Phase I—Preliminary phase, 
Phase II—Initial audiotaping and observation phase, and 
Phase III—Last audiotaping and observation phase. A 
description of each phase follows. 
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Phase I Preliminary phase 
A preliminary observational phase of one month served 
the following purposes: 
1. To familiarize the researcher with the classroom 
routine. 
2. To accustom the students and staff to the 
researcher’s presence, 
3. To accustom the students to the tape recorder. 
4. To select the participants in the study. 
5. To assess the children's linguistic ability in 
Spanish and English. 
6. To determine the best way of recording the 
children's language production. 
7. To conduct an interview with each participant's 
parents. 
8. To administer the parent's questionnaire. 
The researcher was in the classroom since the 
beginning of the school year. Due to the fact that the 
school serves its immediate neighborhood, most of the 
parents brought their children to school every day. The 
classroom teacher introduced the researcher to the parents, 
and an overview of the research project was given to them 
with opportunities for clarifying any doubts or concerns 
regarding the study. A letter was handed to parents 
requesting their permission for their children to participate 
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in this study. The interviews were conducted by the 
researcher in the classroom. Each interview took about 
ten minutes to be completed. 
After an observation period of three weeks, the 
classroom teacher and th© researcher selected sixteen 
participants according to the pre-established criteria. 
The kindergarten students were identified as monolingual 
(Spanish) and bilingual (some knowledge of English and 
Spanish) according to the district's Lau guidelines for 
children identification and placement. The lau guidelines 
are a direct response to the Lau vs Nichols landmark case 
(1974). In this ruling the Supreme Court recognized that 
the educational rights of children with limitations in 
English are not upheld by a school system when the system 
fails to provide the necessary special programs to insure 
that the students are afforded an equal educational 
opportunity as that provided to their English-speaking peers. 
The district's bilingual office, in compliance with the 
Lau guidelines, has developed an assessment process for 
students of limited English proficiency. Information 
regarding each child's language preference and home 
language use is obtained from the child's parents. The 
school language use survey is completed by the classroom 
teacher, and it requires an identification of the child s 
linguistic abilities (See Appendix B). 
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If a language other than English is indicated in either 
survey, language testing will be conducted to determine the 
student's language ability in English and in the other 
language. Hence, the required testing will be conducted 
by a team of bilingual evaluators trained by the district. 
The test administered to kindergarten students is the 
Basic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL), in which the 
child talks about a series of stimuli (pictures). S/he 
has to choose five to six pictures out of 42. The BINL 
system of language assessment focus on the measurement of 
oral language and it especially assesses natural language 
speech production in one or more languages. Scoring is 
based on a sample of ten responses, the number of words or 
vocabulary, sound (pronunciation), and forms (tense 
number and syntax). 
According to the developer (Herbert, 1977) the BINL 
assessment activities are designed to; 
1. elicit the language competency of the student in 
a communication situation 
2. offer the least restrictive language situation 
3. determine dominance when two languages are 
assessed and the results are compared 
4. establish the level of complexity of the 
student's language by measurement of syntax 
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5, create a free sampling situation without correction 
or threat of being wrong. 
The scoring of the test is based on a sample of ten 
responses including the number of words used, grammar and 
sentence structure. Both test scores and surveys (classroom 
survey and home survey) are incorporated into a formula 
developed by the bilingual office of the district which 
yields actual child placement. This placement correlates 
with classification suggested by the Lau categories: 
A, B, C, D and E. According to Lau Guidelines, these 
letters represent the following linguistic capabilities: 
A. Monolingual non-English: students who speak totally 
a language other than English. 
B. Predominantly non-English: students whose ability 
to communicate is predominantly non-English, but 
who possess some understanding and speaking 
abilities in English. 
C. Bilingual: students whose ability to communicate 
is comparable in English and a language other 
than English. 
D. Predominantly English: students whose ability to 
communicate is predominantly English but possess 
some ability to communicate in a language other 
than English. 
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E. Monolingual English: students whose ability to 
communicate is solely in English. 
This study addresses the students placed in 
categories A, B, and C. 
Procedures Followed for Data Analysis 
Data for the study were collected directly in the 
instruments specifically designed for data collection. 
Information from the questionnaires was handled manually 
by the researcher. Frequencies and percentages were deter¬ 
mined, means and deviations calculated, and tables designed 
according to variables considered essential to the study. 
Information about children's spontaneous speech was 
recorded as anticipated. The recordings were transcribed 
verbatim by the researcher. An independent observer 
checked the recording against the transcription for 
validating the accuracy of both. One hundred fifty two 
transcriptions were completed and validated following this 
procedure. Practical considerations do not permit 
inclusion of all transcriptions in this dissertation but 
they are available for future research purposes. 
Codeswitching incidents were identified and singled 
out in red in the transcriptions. Borrowed linguistic terms 
such as brown, pancake, truck and "Cookie Monster" were at 
this time excluded from the codeswitching classification. 
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An analysis to determine specific subjects involved in 
the high and low incidents was conducted. Individuals were 
identified as per the amount of codeswitches produced in 
intervals of ten (10) minutes. Group size varied from two 
to four (2—4) students. Detailed analyses of those 
involved in the incidents revealed the need to further study 
the transcripts in an effort to check data for accuracy and 
reliability. 
A cross reference with demography was completed at this 
time in an effort to profile the high/low users of code- 
switching and determine common characteristics: among 
codeswitchers. 
Phases II and III—Observation and audiotaping phases 
The children's speech was audiotaped and overt 
behavior was recorded in the corresponding column of the 
coding sheet. A ’’free activity corner” was selected to 
conduct the main activities of the project. That is, 
observation and recording were practiced in this center 
throughout all data collection phases. Students were asked 
by the researcher to work in groups of three or four at a 
time for ten minutes per activity. The activities completed 
were coloring, pasting, cutting, tracing, drawing, clay 
modeling or playing. Several activities were related to 
celebration of holidays. 
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The researcher set up a tape recorder while the 
students were involved in the activity provided by the 
classroom teacher, The tape recorder used was an Ultra 
Compact nine cassett AD/DC Model (3-5 317-A). 
The groups of children were alternated during 
different activities and the researcher maintained a record 
of children’s speech. This was done in order to insure the 
same amount of recording time for children involved in 
each activity. Out of a total of ninety-five hours of 
observation conducted in the kindergarten classroom, the 
researcher recorded eighty hours of spontaneous speech 
during Phases II and III. Before the implementation of 
Phase III, a three-week period elapsed in which observations 
were not made. 
The number of recordings during Phase 11 and III varied 
by 14 recordings. Several special activities beyond the 
control of the classroom teacher in which the whole class 
was involved limited the number of recordings that were 
possible during Phase II. 
The same areas observed during Phase II were included 
in Phase III. During both phases, the observer cross- 
validated the observations with the classroom teacher. 
Individual utterances of high frequency incidence of 
codeswitching were analyzed in an effort to determine: 
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A. Syntactic constutuent boundaries of children's 
codeswitching occurrence: 
Children's utterances were examined looking at stretches 
of discourse to determine the child's base language when the 
switch happened. As suggested by Poplack (.1979), two 
categories were identified, utterances with Spanish as a 
base language, and utterances with English as a base 
language. Switches were identified as inter-sentential 
between sentences or at sentence boundaries, and intra- 
sentential switching within sentences. A need for further 
analysis emerged. Some segments of varying syntactic 
consistency manifestations were coded according to their 
function in the discourse. The new analytic categories 
at this stage were parenthetical, including tags, fillers, 
interjections, idiomatic expressions. The new categories 
also comprised isolated phrases miscellaneous and no 
category productions not filling the above criteria. 
An analysis was then conducted to determine the 
syntactic constituent boundaries at which codeswitching 
actually happened. A total of 198 Spanish base utterances 
and 35 English base utterances were analyzed. 
Out of the 198 Spanish base utterances, 130 intra- 
sentential categories and 29 isolated phrases were 
considered for further analysis. Two questions emerged that 
guided the further analysis: (1) Where did the switch 
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take place? (The word preceding the switch was identified 
and then analyzed); (2) Which syntactical level was the 
higher category containing the preceding word and the 
switch? 
The same procedure was followed when analyzing 11 
intra-sentential English based language categories out of 
the total of 35. 
B, Factors triggering the codeswitching episodes: 
Several steps were conducted in analyzing the manifesta¬ 
tion of triggering within the episodes: 
1. Spontaneous language samples were obtained from 
three contexts in which the linguis-tic production 
took place. The three contexts were denominated 
as small group tasks (working on teacher- 
suggested tasks, art work, letter-sound 
identification); small group conversations (eating 
during snack), small group (free play). 
2. Codeswitching episodes were identified and 
isolated within the contexts. 
3. The functions of codeswitching were analyzed taking 
into consideration the existing typologies 
(Gumperz, 1976, McClure, 1976; Valdes-Fallis, 1978) 
Chart 1 page 86 presents the typologies used for 
the analysis. 
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4. Clyne's (1967) definition of triggering was used 
to determine the kind of triggering occurring within 
the episodes. 
5, Further analysis was conducted to determine the 
relationship between the triggering process and 
functions of codeswitching within the children’s 
discourse. 
C. Topics 
1. Topics were identified within the base language 
children discourse in both English and Spanish base 
language. Topic categories emerged from the 
analysis. If the items had recurred in the 
children's dialogue they were classified within the 
topic category. Items needed to be used more 
than once in order to be classified as "topic”. 
2. Frequency was determined in order to identify the 
higher topic categories. 
3. Topics were examined to determine any possible 
relationship to culturally bound words either 
with Hispanic or Anglo-American culture. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The present study was undertaken in order to explore 
the codeswitching tendencies and abilities of Puerto Rican 
kindergarten children. The study also analyzes childrens' 
spontaneous classroom speech as it is related to the code¬ 
switching phenomenon. This chapter presents the findings 
of the present study. It discusses the participants' 
demography; codeswitching production and analysis in 
childrens' discourse; and codeswitching and bilingual 
proficiency. A summary of major findings completes this 
chapter. 
Demography of Participants 
In order to obtain a better understanding of the data 
it is essential to look at the characteristics of the 
subjects involved in the study. The first part of this 
chapter presents a series of tables that profile the 
population included in the study. 
The collected data revealed that the majority of the 
subjects were kindergarten females, born in the United 
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States of Puerto Rican parents. They were 64 months old, 
Spanish speakers with prior pre-school experience (taught 
in English) and officially classified as predominantly non- 
English speakers by their school officials. 
Table 1 illustrates the subjects' distribution 
according to gender. Out of 16 subjects, 11 (68.75%) were 
female while 5 (31.25%) were male. The majority of the 
participants were females. 
Table 1 
Gender of Participants 
Category Frequency Per cent 
Female 11 68.75 
Male 5 31.25 
Total 16 100.00 
Table 2 presents the subjects' birthplace. Out of 16 
subjects, 12 (75.0C%)_ were born in the United States and 4 
(25.00%)were born in Puerto Rico. 
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Table 2 
Birthplace of Subjects 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Puerto Rico 4 35.00 
U.S.A. 12 75.00 
Total 16 100.00 
Amount of Time Living in the USA 
The amount of time that subjects had lived in the 
USA ranged from three (3) to seventy-three (73) months. 
The mean amount of time was 52.87 months, practically their 
whole lives. For those who were not born in the USA 
(1=4) the average age for coming to the USA was 24.5 
months. 
Age of Participants 
The age of the subjects ranged from 58 to 74 months. 
In general, males were slightly younger than females. The 
average age for both sexes was 64.93 months, for females 
65.63 months and for males 63.40 months. 
The range of subjects' age at first utterance was 8 to 
28 months with an average of 14.2 months. The overwhelming 
majority of the subjects' first such utterances were in 
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Spanish and also learned to speak Spanish first. The range 
of subjects' age at first utterances in English was 2-3 
years with an average of 3.9 years. 
Table 3 illustrates the distribution of the language 
first learned. 
Table 3 
Language First Learned by Subjects 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Spanish 14 87.50 
English 0 — 
No answer 2 12.50 
Table 4 illustrates that out of 16 subjects, 13 
(81.25%) spoke Spanish regularly at home. Only 1 (6.25%) 
spoke English at home, and 2 (12.50%)did not answer the 
question. 
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Table 4 
Language Regularly Used at Home by Subjects 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
English 1 6.25 
Spanish 13 81.25 
English/Spanish 2 12.50 
Subjects’ Care Before Entering School 
All subjects were cared for by their mothers (and in 
two cases somebody else) before entering school. In the 
majority of the cases (56.25%) the language used by the 
person caring for the subject was a combination of English 
and Spanish, but a notable number of subjects were 
addressed only in Spanish by those taking care of them. 
Ten parents (52.5%) informed that their children 
attended either Head Start Programs or Migrant Programs. 
Table 5 illustrates that out of 16 subjects, 10 (62.50%) 
had prior pre-school experience, while only 6 (37.50%) 
did not have prior pre-school experience. 
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Table 5 
Pre-school Experience of Subjects 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Prior Pre-school 10 62.50 
Experience 
No Prior Pre-school 6 37.50 
Experience 
The medium of instruction in prior pre-school experience 
was in English, Spanish and both English and Spanish. Out 
of 10 subjects who had prior pre-school experience, 7 
(70.00%) received the instruction in English. Table 6 
presents the subjects' language of instruction in prior 
pre-school experience. 
Table 6 
Language of Instruction in Prior Pre-school Experience 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
English 7 70.00 
9 20.00 
Spanish A 
Both Spanish 10.00 
and English 1 
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Lau Category of Subjects 
Table 7 illustrates that the overwhelming majority of 
the subjects were classified in Lau category no. 2. This 
category represents the following linguistic capability: 
predominantly non-English but possessing some understanding 
and speaking ability in English. 
Out of 16 subjects, 13 (81.25%) were registered under 
category 2; 2 (12.50%) under category 1; and one subject 
(6.26%)under category 3. 
Table 7 
Lau Category of Subjects 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
1 2 12.50 
2 13 81.25 
3 1 6.26 
Total 16 100.00 
Pre Natal Data 
The analysis of pre-natal data indicated that out of 
16 subjects’ mothers, 10 (62.5%) reported having complica¬ 
tions during their pregnancies. Table 8 presents the 
findings of this analysis. 
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Table 8 
Subjects’ Mothers' Pregnancy 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Had pregnancy 
complications 
10 62.50 
Did not have 
pregnancy 
complications 
5 31.25 
Did not answer 1 6.25 
Total 16 100.00 
The percentage of subjects' delivery data is 
presented on Table 9. The overwhelming majority of the 
subjects’ mother (81.25%) reported having a normal 
delivery. Only two cases (12.50%) reported not having a 
normal delivery. 
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Table 9 
Subjects’ Delivery 
Cateogry Frequency Per Cent 
Had normal 
delivery 
13 81.25 
Did not have 
normal delivery 
2 12.50 
Did not answer 1 6.25 
Total 16 100.00 
Subjects' Siblings 
The analysis of data demonstrated that the subjects 
had older and younger siblings. Table 10 illustrates that 
the vast majority of the subjects had at least one older 
sibling. 
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Table 10 
Subjects' Older Siblings 
Category Frequency Total 
No older siblings 4 
One (1) older siblings 5 5 
Two (2) older siblings 4 8 
More than two (2) 
older siblings 
3 16 
Total 16 29 
Out of 16 subjects, nine reported having at least 
one younger sibling. Table 11 illustrates 
Table 11 
Subjects' Younger Siblings 
this finding. 
Category Frequency Total 
No younger siblings 7 — 
One (1) younger sibling 6 6 
Two (2) younger siblings 2 4 
Three (3) younger siblings 1 3 
Total 16 13 
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Language Usage and Mixing 
Most of the subjects (37.5%) spoke English most often 
with their older brothers, with their mothers (31.25%), 
and with their friends (18.75%). The parents also reported 
that the vast majority of the subjects mixed English and 
Spanish when speaking to older brothers and friends. 
Table 12 illustrates the frequency of subjects’ usage of 
English and Spanish mixing. Out of 16 respondents, 14 
parents (87.5%) reported that their children mix English 
and Spanish. 
Table 12 
Subjects Mixing of English and Spanish 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Mix English and 14 87.50 
Spanish 
Do not mix English 2 12.50 
and Spanish 
Total 16 100.00 
According to parents, the vast majority of the 
families had members who mix English and Spanish when 
speaking. Table 13 illustrates the families mixing of 
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English and Spanish. Out of 16 families, 12 (75%) reported 
to have relatives that mix both languages. 
Table 13 
Families’ Mixing of English and Spanish 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Relatives mix 
English and 
Spanish 
12 75.00 
Relatives do not 
mix English and 
Spanish 
3 18.75 
No answer 1 6.25 
Total 16 100.00 
Regarding to parents' attitude about their children 
mixing English and Spanish (codeswitching), the majority 
of them (75%) felt that it is acceptable to mix both 
languages. However, parents (N=15) also expressed a pre¬ 
ference for their children to speak both English and 
Spanish distinctively. Table 14 illustrates this finding. 
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Table 14 
Parents' Attitude Toward Codeswitching 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
It is acceptable 
to mix English- 
Spanish 
12 75.00 
It is not acceptable 
to mix English- 
Spanish 
3 18.75 
No answer 1 6.25 
Total 16 100.00 
Subjects' Parents Demography 
The collected data revealed that the majority of the 
subjects' parents were born in Puerto Rico, were married 
but not to the subjects' father/mother. They were 28-31 
years old with an average education level of eighth grade. 
Mothers were housewives and fathers were laborers. 
Particular descriptions of the subjects' parents follow 
on Tables 15 and 16. 
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Table 15 
Subjects’ Parents Birthplace 
Birthplace Mothers Fathers 
Puerto Rico 15 (93.75) 14 (87.50) 
U.S.A. 1 ( 6.25) 1 ( 6.25) 
Dominican 
Republic 
— 1 (6.25) 
Total 16 (100) 16 (100) 
Table 16 
Subjects' Parents Marital Status 
Category Frequency Per Cent 
Married 9 56.25 
Separated 6 37.50 
No answer 1 6.25 
Total 16 100.00 
Table 17 illustrates the subjects' parents' age, 
education and occupation. Note that there are no 
significant differences between mothers and fathers. T 
average education (over eighth grade) is slightly higher 
than their counterparts on the island of Puerto Rico. 
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Table 17 
Subjects' Parent Age, Education and Occupation 
Category Mothers Fathers 
Age (x) 28 31 
Education (x) 8.7 8.3 
Occupation Housewives (N=13) 
and student (N=l) 
Unable to 
all those 
(N=5) are 
determine 
working= 
laborers. 
Codeswitching Production and Analysis in the Children's 
Discourse 
The analysis of codeswitching production in the 
children's discourse is organized around the questions 
posed in Chapter I. The research questions guiding the 
study are divided into four major categories: Demographic 
and Developmental Characteristics, Codeswitching 
Phenomenon, Codeswitching and Children's Discourse in the 
Classroom, and Codeswitching and Bilingual Proficiency. 
The findings follow. 
Demographic and Developmental Characteristics 
Table 18 illustrates the common demographic and 
developmental characteristics of subjects with high 
incidence of codeswitching. Subjects' ages fluctuate 
between 5 years 2 months to 5 years 6 months. They learned 
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to speak Spanish as their first language, were taken care of 
by their mothers prior to entering school, and codeswitched 
at home. The subjects' mothers were housewives, whose 
mothers spoke English and Spanish to them when they were 
babies. Subjects' mothers felt that it is acceptable for 
their children to codeswitch, and wanted their children 
to speak both English and Spanish languages. 
The responses of the subjects with high incidence of 
codeswitching were further analyzed taking into considera¬ 
tion three responses out of four. The newly identified 
common characteristics were: most subjects were born in 
New England; most spoke Spanish regularly at home with 
younger siblings; and began to mix Spanish and English 
around the age of four; most had pre-school education; 
watched 3 to 4 hours of T.V. in English and 1 to 2 hours 
in Spanish; all shared the same Lau Category. 
Mothers' ages were in the early twenties; were born 
in Puerto Rico; had high school on the average of school 
level; and were separated from their husbands. The 
subjects' fathers were in the middle twenties. Other 
family members also codeswitched at home. The parents 
informed that children codeswitched when they were 
involved in activities like: playing, watching television, 
to complain or attract attention, and in a variety of 
activities that involved coloring and writing. 
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Codeswitching Phenomenon 
The present selection presents the findings regarding 
codeswitching occurrences during Phases II and III. 
Table 19 illustrates the frequency of codeswitching 
occurrence in the participants’ discourse during Phase II. 
A total of 63 incidents was found with averages varying 
from 4.07 to 6.47 in the various contexts. Ranges varied 
from 9-1 to 20-0. 
Table 19 
Codeswitching Occurrences Phase II 
Range X 
Num. of 
Incidents 
Num. of 
Recordings 
Code¬ 
switching 
incidents 
Art 11-0 4.61 83 18 14 
Snack 9-1 5.89 53 9 9 
Spanish 
Language 
Art 
20-0 5.92 71 12 11 
Opening 14-0 4.07 61 13 14 
Spanish 
Reading 
Readiness 
18-1 6.47 97 15 15 
Total 20-0 5.29 365 69 63 
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Table 20 illustrates the frequency of codeswitching in 
the participants' discourse during Phase III. A total of 
78 incidents was found with averages varying from 3.20 to 
8.62 in the various contexts. Ranges varied from 8-0 to 
26-0. 
Table 20 
Codeswitching Occurrences Phase III 
Range X 
Num of. 
Incidents 
Num. of 
Recordings 
Code¬ 
switching 
incidents 
Art 26-0 3.62 250 29 28 
Snack 8-0 3.20 32 10 9 
Spanish 
Language 
Art 
20-0 5.82 128 22 20 
Opening 20-0 6.0 54 10 9 
Spanish 
Reading 
Readiness 
14-2 5.83 70 12 12 
Total 26-0 6.43 543 83 78 
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Tables 21 to 25 illustrate the low incidence of code¬ 
switching occurrence during Phases II and III by subjects 
in group and context. These data provide a basis for all 
subsequent analyses in the study. 
Table 21 
Art-Low Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
G 0 G 0 
A 0 J 2 
M 0 M 0 
H 0 H 1 
I 0 L 1 
J 0 K 0 
F 0 
K 0 L 1 
E 0 H 0 
0 1 
P 0 A 0 
A 0 C 0 
C 0 G 
0 
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Table 22 
SNACK-Low Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
B 0 J 0 
C 0 L 0 
N 0 N 0 
P 1 H 1 
G 1 
F 0 
D 0 
E 0 
C 
L 
B 
0 
0 
0 
Ill 
Table 23 
SPANISH LANGUAGE ARTS—Low Incidence of 
Codeswitching-Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
A 0 A 0 
F 0 M 2 
I 0 
A 0 K 0 
G 1 N 1 
H 1 P 1 
A 0 E 0 
G 1 G 0 
H 1 J 0 
G 1 L 0 
K 0 P L 
J 1 
M 0 
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Table 24 
OPENING-Low Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phase II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
B 0 B 0 
A 1 P 0 
P 0 H 1 
A 1 E 0 
G 0 I 0 
K 1 
P 1 B 0 
A 0 F 0 
H 0 G 0 
G 0 
H 0 
P 0 
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Table 25 
SPANISH READINESS-Low Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phase II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
H 1 A 0 
D 0 M 2 
F 1 I 0 
C 0 K 0 
P 1 N 1 
L 0 P 1 
Tables 26 to 30 illustrate the high incidence of 
codeswitching occurrence during Phases II and III by 
subjects in groups and context. These data provided a 
basis for all subsequent analyses in the study. 
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Table 26 
ART-High Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
J 5 0 1 
1 5 D 11 
M 1 F 14 
B 0 E 4 
C 7 P 4 
K o N 5 
P 3 I 5 
E 7 
I 6 
K 7 
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Table 27 
SNACK-High Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phase II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence,^ 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
D 16 I 0 
E 6 K 0 
M 0 0 8 
B 
J 
D 
8 
0 
2 
K 
I 
E 
3 
2 
3 
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SPANISH 
Table 28 
LANGUAGE ARTS-High Incidence 
Phases II-III 
of Codeswitching 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects Subjects 
Involved Codeswitching Involved Codeswitching 
in Context Occurrence in Context Occurrence 
P 5 0 14 
L 15 J 3 
M 5 M 1 
J 9 L 16 
J 3 
K 
I 
0 
3 
5 
7 
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Table 29 
OPENING-High Incidence of Codeswitching 
Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved Codeswitching 
Subjects 
Involved Codeswitching 
in Context Occurrence in Context Occurrence 
D 7 K 4 
0 7 E 9 
K 0 I 7 
I 
E 
K 
0 
3 
6 
L 
0 
M 
2 
6 
4 
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Table 30 
SPANISH READINESS-High Incidence of 
Codeswitching Phases II-III 
Phase II Phase III 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
Subjects 
Involved 
in Context 
Codeswitching 
Occurrence 
0 14 D 9 
N 2 0 3 
M 2 C 2 
L 1 0 3 
D 9 K 3 
I 5 
L 
F 
0 
E 
1 
3 
3 
1 
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Codeswitching Analysis in the Children's Discourse 
Table 31 illustrates the emerging codeswitching 
categories from the corpus analyzed. There were a total 
of 198 utterances in Spanish-as-base-language. The 
emerging categories in descending order of frequency were 
intra-sentential, isolated phrases, parenthetical, 
inter-sentential and those which could not be categorized 
(no category). 
The intra-sentential and isolated phrases were 
submitted to a further in-depth analysis in order to 
determine the syntactical constituent boundaries at 
which codeswitching occurs. 
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Tabl© 32 pr6S6nts th© r©©!!!!;© of th© analy©!© of 130 
intra-©©nt©ntial Spani©h ba©© languag© cod©©witching 
occurr©nc©© at diff©r©nt ©urfac© con©titu©nt©. Two major 
switch©d-©©gm©nt© cat©gori©© ©m©rg©d: ©witch©© occurring 
at on© word and ©witch©© occurring at two or mor© word©. 
At th© on© word ©witch, th© noun phra©© (NP) con©titut©d 
th© majority of th© ©witch©© (65), follow©d by th© v©rb 
phras© (VP) cat©gory (47). Pr©po©itional phra©©© and 
adj©ctival pr©dicat©s w©r© ©carc©ly produc©d (8 and 7 
r©©p©ctiv©ly). At th© two or mor© word© l©v©l, th©r© w©r© 
a total of thr©© occurr©nc©©: two noun phra©©© and on© 
v©rb phra©©. 
Tabl© 33 pr©©©nt© th© r©©ult© of th© analy©i© of 29 
isolat©d phras©© Spanish bas© languag© cod©©witching 
occurr©nc©s at th© l©v©l of diff©r©nt ©urfac© con©titu©nt©. 
Two major ©witch©d ©©gm©nts ©m©rg©d. Switch©© occurring 
at two or mor© word©. At th© on© word ©witch th© noun 
phras© (NP) constitut©d all but on© (1) of th© ©witch©©. 
Th© only oth©r ©witch was a propositional phras© (PP). 
At two or mor© words, th© noun phras© (NP) was the only 
category registered. 
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English Base Langua-ge—Codsswi'tching Categories 
Tabl© 34 prBssnts the analysis of the English base 
language Corpus (N=35). The higher category was the 
inter—sentential (N=13). Intra—sentential category 
followed with 11 utterances (N=ll). Parenthetical 
category had eight utterances (N=8); no category had two 
utterances (N=2) and interphrases as a last category with 
one utterance (N=l). 
English Base Language—Intro-sentential 
Table 35 presents the results of the analysis of 
eleven (11) intra-sentential English base language code¬ 
switching occurrences at different surface constituent 
levels. Two major switched segments categories emerged: 
switches occurring at one word level and switches 
occurring at two or more words level. At the one word 
level switch, the noun phrase (NP) constituted the 
majority of switches (3), followed by the verb phrase 
(VP) category (1). At the two or more words level the 
majority category was the verb phrase (5), followed by 
the noun phrase (1) and prepositional phrase (1). 
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Triggering Manifestation in Children's Discourse 
Tables 36 and 37 present the summary findings 
related to the manifestations of the triggering process 
and the functions of codeswitching in the 67 episodes 
analyzed. According to Table 36 the majority of the 
episodes fell into the category of contextual triggering, 
with 18 episodes. The second largest category was con¬ 
sequential triggering, with 11 episodes. Neither 
anticipatory or sandwich words were manifested in any of 
the analyzed episodes. A very high number of episodes 
remained outside the four possible denominations and were 
thus labelled "other." These episodes should be the 
object of further research. 
Table 37 illustrates the particular functions of 
the codeswitching displayed by the subjects involved in 
the following episodes. The functions identified in the 
analysis follow the works of Gumperz (1972); McClure, 
Wentz (1975); and Valdes-Fallis (1976). A total of 
eleven (11) distinct functions were identified. Five of 
the functions occurred in all contexts; 
-lexical need 
-sequential response 
-address specification 
-parenthetical 
-attention attraction 
Two functions occurred in two of the contexts: 
-clarification or repetition 
-topic shift 
Four functions occurred in only one of the contexts: 
-elaboration 
-preformulation 
-emphasis 
-focus 
Examples of the triggering types, contextual and con¬ 
sequential follow. 
I. Contextual Triggering 
Example 1 
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K (boy, 5-4): Avanza! y black only black 
E (boy, 5-5): Mira maestra, that color I got, 
(to the children): Oh, mira de ehte color son 
los mismo. 
K (boy, 5-4): Oh, that color I got. ADe ehte 
color? Ya pa que pintalo de ehte 
color. 
E (boy, 5-5): Vite. Va de purple y de ehte color. 
Va de ehte color, color y, ehte va de 
ehte color. Ehte blue, blue, purple, 
purple. 
E (boy, 5-4): Orange 
K (boy, 5-5): You got orange, yeah. 
Example 2 
M (girl, 4-11): ^Como se llama? 
0 (boy, 5-3): Flash, Speed Flash 
M (girl, 4-11): Y si tu me dice otra cosa yo lo 
digo tambien. 
L (girl, 5-6): Speed Flash! 
0 (boy, 5-3): Speed Flash and then he speed 
he runs fast. 
M (girl, 4-11): Deja ver el carrito. 
0 (boy, 5-3) : Noj eso va con el. No fit him. 
That what he do. He runs upon 
the wall, too. 
Example 3 
D (boy, 5-2) : Tu Quiere un chee-tos. Toma dos 
chiquitito. 
(observer) : gracias 
A ver si tu lo echaste. 
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E (boy, 5-5): 
D (boy, 5-2): Yo lo guardo pa no ir pa alia. 
Pa buscar mas oiste. I want 
cookie. 
E (boy, 5-5): I no want cookie, I no want cookie 
M (girl, 4-11): And what are you giving it to me. 
I want cookies. 
D (boy, 5-2): Tu quiere una de ehtas. I got 
chee-tos. I got chee-tos. 
(To observer): <iQuieres otro? 
Example 4 
B (girl, 6-1): Mira eso se pega. 
J (girl, 4-11): Look it! 
B (girl, 6-1): i D.e.iame ver eso! Purple. rosgi, 
ro.io, orange. En yellow, en 
green, en purple, en rosa. en 
red, en amarillo y . . . 
D (boy, 5-2): Y en ingles se dice amarillo. 
J (girl, 4-11): iDeja nena! 
B (girl, 6-1): Purple, amarillo, green, rojo. 
II. Consequential Triggering 
Example 1 
E (boy, 5-5): Tu tienes la tuya. 
H (girl 5-10) : Esa ehta escribia. 
E (boy, 5-5) : Mira tu tiene red (trigger word) 
eive me, give me. 
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Example 2 
0 (boy, 5-3): I am making this letter. 
K (boy, 5-4): What the I? 
I (boy, 5-3): Yo no se hacer no. Oh! (trigger 
word) this clay is mine. 
Example 3 
I (boy, 5-3): Hernan, I not going a be Hernan. 
Mira, (trigger wordl vo 1r hnp-n 
la ventana. 
0 (boy, 5-3): I not going to be Hernan. 
I (boy, 5-3): My name is with the H. 
Example 4 
H (girl, 5-10): ^Quie'n? yo, (^Quien tiene el orange? 
L (girl, 5-6): Yo mira ahi. 
M (girl, 4-11): Oh! What a little orange. I 
love the sun orange. 
L (girl, 5-6): I need orange. Maestra (trigger 
word) ehte lapiz ehtaba rompio 
por aqui. Lo pinto por aqui 
primero. 
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Table 37 
Functions of Codeswitching 
Context 
No. of 
Episodes Function of Codeswitching 
Openning 
Activities 
(small group 
free play) 
5 Lexical need 
Sequential response 
Addressee specification 
Clarification of 
repetition 
Parenthetical 
Attention attraction 
Snack 
(small group 
conversation) 
11 Sequential responses 
Topic shift 
Attention attraction 
Addressee specification 
Lexical need 
Elaboration 
Parenthetical 
Spanish Reading 
Readiness 
Language Arts 
Art 
(small group 
task) 
51 Lexical need 
Sequential response 
Parenthetical 
Topic shift 
Preformulation (linguis¬ 
tic routine) 
Emphasis 
Clarification 
Attention attraction 
Addressee specification 
Focus 
Total 67 
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^deswltchlng related to childrens' discourse In the class- 
Table 38 illustrates the findings related to the 
topics that bilingual children prefer to speak about in 
English or Spanish. In Spanish there were five major 
areas of preference: home topics, animals, food, school 
and colors. In English there were three major areas of 
preference: food, colors, and animals. In both English 
and Spanish the areas of food, colors and animals were 
registered even though the specific items varied. 
Table 39 presents the frequency of codeswitching when 
topics usually spoken in English are mixed into the 
Spanish base language production. Topics related to 
color produced by far the higher frequency of codeswitching, 
followed by animals and food topics. Out of 98 code¬ 
switching occurrences, 123 (62.12%) accounted for mixes 
from English to Spanish base languages. The topic 
"color” induced the overwhelming majority of the mixes 
followed by the topics animals and food. 
Table 40 presents the frequency of codeswitching when 
topics usually spoken in Spanish are mixed into the 
English base language production. Forty three percent of 
the Spanish base language codeswitching occurrences (15 
out of 35) accounted for mixes from Spanish into English 
base language. The topic "school" 
switches. 
induced most of the 
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Topics related to the school environment produced 
the highest frequency of codeswitching. Food and home 
topics produced a comparatively low frequency. 
Table 41 shows that the topic of food was related to 
culturally bound words. Nouns like apple, cherry, apple 
juice and strawberry produced codeswitching within the 
children's discourse. Items were related to Anglo 
American culture. 
Codeswitching and bilingual proficiency 
Due to the fact that the population of the study 
involved only one student officially identified as bilingual 
by the district, an adequate answer to the differences in 
codeswitching among bilingual and monolingual kindergarten 
children is not possible. Only educated guesses could be 
made of any information obtained. Further research is 
necessary in which the number of balance bilingual students 
is carefully controlled using an experimental design. 
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Table 38 
Topics of Childrens’ Preference 
Topics- 
Spanish 
Base 
Language I terns 
Topics- 
English 
Base 
Language I terns 
Home — — 
Animals hen (gallina) 
pig (puerca) 
dog (perro) 
Animals cat (gato) 
bird (pajaro) 
spider (arana) 
School teacher (maestra) 
crayons 
(crayolas) 
scissors 
(tijeras) 
Colors green (verde) 
blue (azal) 
Colors word- 
colors (colores) 
black (negro) 
orange (anaranjado) 
purple (violeta) 
yellow (amarillo) 
red (roja) 
blue (azul) 
Food ham (jamon) Food cookie (galletita) 
strawberry (fresa) 
apple (manzana) 
apple juice (jugo 
de manzana) 
cheetos 
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Table 39 
Frequency of English Topics Mixed 
into Spanish Language 
English Topics Mix 
into Spanish Base 
Language Frequency Percent 
Colors 101 51.01 
Animals 12 6.06 
Food 10 5.05 
Other 75 37.88 
Table 40 
Frequency 
into 
of Spanish Topics Mixed 
English Language 
Spanish Topics Mix 
into English Base 
Language Frequency Percent 
School 12 34.3 
Food 2 5.7 
Home 1 2.9 
Other 20 57.1 
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Table 41 
Culturally Bound Words Meaning 
Culture Topic I terns 
Anglo-American Food apple juice 
cherry 
strawberry 
apple 
Summary of Findings 
Question #1 
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1. What are the demographic characteristics that 
children who codeswitch have in common? 
-The majority of the subjects were females born in 
the United States, with an average age of 64 months. 
-Most of the subjects had prior preschool experience 
in English, but were officially classified as pre¬ 
dominantly non-English speaking by their school officials. 
-The overwhelming majority of the subjects emitted 
their first utterances in Spanish. 
-The subjects' first utterances in English were 
emitted between the ages of 2-4 years. 
-The majority of the subjects have at least one 
younger sibling. 
-Parents reported that their children speak English 
most often with their brothers, mothers and friends, and 
that their children mix English and Spanish when speaking. 
-The vast majority of the families had members who 
also mix English and Spanish when speaking. 
-Childrens' codeswitching occurred most often while 
they spoke to brothers and friends. 
-Subjects' parents were born in Puerto Rico and were 
the subjects' father/mother. Their 
married, but not to 
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range in age was 28-31 years, with an average education of 
eighth grade. Most subjects' parents were housewives and 
laborers. 
Question #2 
2. To what extent do Puerto Rican parents admonish 
their children not to codeswitch? 
-Parents were of the opinion that it is acceptable to 
mix English and Spanish but prefer their children to speak 
both English and Spanish distinctively. 
Question #3 
3. What is the frequency of codeswitching occurrence 
in the children's discourse? 
-The frequency of codeswitching occurrence varied 
among Phase II and III. 
-The art context provoked the higher frequency of 
codeswitching in both Phases II and III. 
Question #4 
4. At what syntactical boundary level is code¬ 
switching manifested among Puerto Rican children? 
-The syntactical boundaries constituent analysis 
demonstrated that the intrarsentential Spanish base 
language utterances produced the higher incidence of code¬ 
switching. The noun phrase (NP) constituted the higher 
category at one word level switch and the verb phrase (VP). 
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-The analysis of isolated phrases at Spanish base 
language codeswitching occurrences demonstrated that the 
noun phrase produced the higher category at one and two 
word level switch. 
-The English base-language codeswitching occurrence 
analysis demonstrated that the inter-sentential level 
produced the higher category. The noun phrase (NP) 
constituted the majority of switches at one word level. 
At two word switches the verb phrase constituted the 
majority of the switches. 
Question #5 
5. How is the triggering process manifested in the 
children’s codeswitching occurrences? 
-Contextual and consequential triggering were 
documented in the study. 
Question #6 
6. What are the topics about which bilingual 
children prefer to speak in either English or Spanish? 
-The Spanish base-language preferred topics were 
home, food, school and animals. 
-The English base-language preferred topics were 
animals, colors and food. 
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Question #7 
7. How frequently does codeswitching occur when topics 
usually spoken in another language are mixed? 
-The topic "color" documented the higher frequency 
of codeswitching when topics spoken in English were mixed 
into the Spanish base language production. 
—The topic "school" documented the higher frequency 
of codeswitching when topics spoken in Spanish were mixed 
into the English-base language production. 
Question #8 
8. What is the relationship between codeswitching 
and words that have culturally bound meaning? 
-The only topic documented as related with a culturally 
bound meaning was the topic "food". Items related to this 
topic belong to the Anglo-American culture. 
Question #9 
9. Are there significant differences in codeswitching 
among bilingual and monolingual children? 
-Further research is necessary, in which the number 
of balanced bilingual students is carefully controlled 
using experimental design in order to answer question 
number 9. 
chapter V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The present study is an attempt to contribute to the 
understanding of the codeswitching phenomenon among 
kindergarten children. The study concentrates on children 
in a sequential process of learning English as a second 
language. The natural environment in which data was 
collected and the analyses of the findings documented that 
codeswitching is an integral part of the linguistic 
performance of these bilingual children. 
Having described in detail the major findings in the 
study, the present chapter attempts to: 
1. Arrive at the most important conclusions about the 
research questions guiding the study. 
2. Offer recommendations for those interested in 
replicating the study. 
3. Advance recommendations for further research on 
the topic. 
4. Make recommendations for curriculum developers 
in bilingual education. 
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Conclusions 
In this section an attempt is made to answer the 
research questions guiding the study: 
Question #1: 
What are the demographic characteristics that 
children who codeswitch have in common? 
Students who demonstrated to have a high incidence of 
codeswitching were found to be predominantly males. Their 
mothers spoke both English and Spanish to them since they 
were babies. Mothers were relatively young (twenties) and 
had completed at least junior high school level. Children 
were the firstborn in their families; had pre-school 
education; watched from 3 to 4 hours of television in 
English; began to utter English words at the age of four; 
and were born in the United States. 
Question #2: 
To what extent do Puerto Rican parents admonish their 
children not to codeswitch? 
Out of sixteen parents interviewed, the overwhelming 
majority expressed that it is fine for their children to 
mix English and Spanish. They perceived the codeswitching 
phenomenon as a natural one in their children's linguistic 
performance. It seems that codeswitching is a natural 
way of communication used among these children's families. 
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Parents also indicated that other members of their family 
codeswitch. Even though parents do not admonish their 
children not to codeswitch, they clearly express a 
preference for their children to speak English and/or 
Spanish distinctly. 
Question #3: 
What is the frequency of codeswitching occurrence in 
the children's discourse? 
The higher frequency of codeswitching varied among the 
two phases in which data were collected. The Art context 
provoked the higher frequency of codeswitching in both 
Phase II and Phase III. The use of items related to colors 
or the activity of coloring produced the higher incidence 
of codeswitching happened within the Spanish Language Art 
context. The frequency of codeswitching increased during 
Phase III. 
Question #4; 
At what syntactical boundaries level is codeswitching 
manifested among Puerto Rican children? 
The higher codeswitching incidence in Spanish base 
language occurred intra-sententially. The Spanish base 
intra-sentential category revealed that at one-word 
switch level, the noun phrase (NP) was the higher category 
at which the switch occurred. These findings are supported 
by Lindholm and Padilla's findings (1977) with children 
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2:10 - 6:02. Nouns were reported as the switches with 
higher incidence. This finding coincide with Poplack 
(1977) and Zentella’s (1978). They stated that the degree 
of control of the two languages correlates with the type of 
codeswitching done. The data clearly reveals that the 
children’s dominant language was Spanish. 
By contrast, in the English-base-language the higher 
category was inter-sentential. This finding is also 
supported by Poplack (1977), Zentella (1978), and Coballes- 
Vega s (1980) studies, and seems to indicate lesser control 
of English grammar (syntax). 
Question #5: 
How is the triggering process manifested in the 
children's codeswitching occurrences? 
Taking into consideration the conversational functions 
of codeswitching, several typologies were considered: 
Gumperz (1965); McClure and Wentz (1977); and Valdes-Fallis 
(1976). Special attention was given to the typology 
presented by McClure and Wentz (1977) since their work was 
the only one related to children's conversational code¬ 
switching. Eleven functions of codeswitching emerged from 
the typologies: lexical need, sequential response, addressee 
specification, parenthetical, attention attraction, 
clarification or repetition, topic shift, elaboration, 
preformulation, emphasis and focus. These findings support 
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previous typologies of functions of conversational code¬ 
switching documented by McClure and Wentz (1976); Fantini 
(1977); and Elias Olivares (1981). 
Analysis of the data reveals that the triggering 
process was manifested as contextual and consequential 
^^^iSS^ring, The episodes identified as contextual 
triggering were further studied in relation to the functions 
of children's codeswitching. The topic of colors as isolated 
words provoked in many instances a contextual triggering. 
Other functions of codeswitching associated with the 
contextual triggering were addressee specification, 
attention attraction, sequential response, elaboration and 
repetition. 
The episodes classified as consequential triggering were 
related to the following functions of codeswitching: use 
of initial lexical switches and parenthetical use, including 
fillers and tags. The function producing higher con¬ 
sequential triggering was the parenthetical use of fillers. 
This finding validates the work done by Clyne (1967) who 
introduced and documented a series of anticipational 
triggering provoked by the word "well"! 
Valdes-Fallis (.1976) also documented the relationship 
of parenthetical use and consequential triggering switch. 
Both Clyne and Valdes's studies were conducted within adult 
populations. Clyne's study, however, addressed children 
of 8 and 12 years old. 
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Question #6: 
What are the topics that bilingual children prefer to 
speak in either English or Spanish? 
The Spanish baserlanguage preferred topics were home, 
animals, school, colors and food. Specific items were 
identified along with the episodes related to each topic. 
The topic food was also documented by Genishe (1976) with 
six-year old Mexican-American kindergarteners. She did 
not relate it to any specific language, though. 
The English base-language preferred topics were 
animals, colors and food. Specific items were identified 
along the episodes. 
The topics "food," "animals," and "colors" occurred in 
both languages. A difference in items was registered under 
each topic. "Color" topics in Spanish-base language were 
limited to green and blue. By contrast in the English- 
base language, the color items were black, orange, purple, 
yellow, red, and blue. The topics spoken by the children 
clearly reflected the typical kindergarten curriculum. 
Question #7: 
How frequently does codeswitching occur when topics 
usually spoken in another language are mixed? 
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Codeswitching varied in frequency according to the 
topic that children preferred to speak either in English or 
Spanish. Topic "color” happened to be a topic from the 
English language that produced a high incidence of code— 
switching when it was mixed into the Spanish—base—language 
in language production. The topic "school" also showed a 
high incidence of codeswitching when mixed into English- 
base language. The data revealed that there was a relation¬ 
ship between the frequency of codeswitching and the mix of 
topic spoken in the other language. 
Fantini (1982) found an increase in interference 
associated with specific topical areas. He stated that as 
the child becomes specialized in his/her knowledge of 
English through the educational process, some topics will 
become increasingly associated with a particular language 
perference. Fantini's position is clearly reflected in 
the present study. 
Question #8: 
What is the relationship between codeswitching and 
words that have cultural bound meaning? 
Data showed that the "food" topic was the only topic 
clearly identified with culturally bound words. The items 
so identified were apple, apple juice, cherry, strawberry. 
All of them produced switches in the snack time context. 
All of them are clearly Anglo-American cultural words. 
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Fantini (1982) in an analysis of interference and borrowing 
also identified the topic "food" as one carrying 
culturally bound meaning. 
Question #9: 
Are there significant differences in codeswitching 
among bilingual and monolingual children? 
Due to the fact that the population of the study 
involved only one student officially identified as bilingual 
by the BINL Test, an adequate answer to the differences in 
codeswitching among bilingual and monolingual kindergarten 
children is not possible. Only educated guesses could be 
made from any information obtained. Further research is 
necessary in which the number of balanced bilingual 
students is carefully controlled using experimental design 
controlling pertinent variables. 
After the discussion of the study research questions it 
is the researcher's position that: 
- The study confirms that codeswitching is natural in 
language contact situations and should not be stymatized 
when it occurs in informal oral situations. 
- The study sheds light upon the need to develop 
children's topics of conversation and lexicon in either 
English/Spanish languages. This conclusion reinforces the 
responsibility that bilingual education programs have in 
enhancing the cognitive and semantic processing of the 
bilingual children language development. 
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Recommendations 
The results of this study suggest the following 
recommendations to be considered in future research on 
codeswitching among bilingual kindergarten children. 
Recommendations for Replication 
of the Study 
1, Provide longer amount of time between recording 
phases so more time will be allowed for children's 
language development. 
2. A larger and more representative sample should be 
selected, including two or three bilingual 
classrooms within the same school district. 
3, Identify and control a larger population of 
balanced bilingual and monolingual students 
through an experimental design. 
4. Use better calibrated tape recording instruments 
that could permit a more natural data collection 
via recordings. 
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Becommendations for Further Research 
on the Topic 
1. Develop a longitudinal study with the subjects 
involved in the study. 
2. Identify high codeswitchers in the kindergarten 
and study linguistic production in both home and 
school environment. This could shed light on 
topics and their influence upon different 
environments. 
3. Concentrate on the children's syntactical boundary 
constraints, taking into consideration a large 
population of balanced bilingual and monolingual 
students. 
Recommendations for Curriculum 
Design 
1. Develop educational training models for teachers 
to increase awareness and understanding of the 
codeswitching phenomenon. 
2. Consider the analysis of spontaneous codeswitching 
occurrence in children's discourse as possible 
data to be used in further identification and 
placement for children in bilingual programs. 
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3. Since intra-sentential codeswitching requires a 
greater control of syntactic structures of both 
languages, the syntactical analysis of codeswitching 
can be used to measure children's language pro¬ 
ficiency , 
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Dear Parents: 
As part of the requirements for the Degree of 
Doctor of Education at the University of Massachusetts 
in Amherst, I am undertaking an exploratory study 
considering the alternation of Spanish and English 
(codeswitching) in the oral discourse of kindergarten 
children. This project has been fully planned ac¬ 
cording to the University of Massachusetts Graduate 
School standards and has received the full endorsement 
of the doctoral committee. 
In order to determine if this linguistic phenome¬ 
non occurs in bilingual kindergarten children, I will 
be visiting your child's classroom during the period 
of September to November 1985 with the purpose of 
observing the children's language use in the class¬ 
room. To ensure the rights and welfare of the partici¬ 
pants, the information will be coded by using numbers 
instead of names. The number assigned to a particular 
participant will be known only by the researcher. Upon 
completion of the study, data will be destroyed. This 
will protect the participants from any possible identi- 
fication. 
A final report of the research findings will be 
provided to the principal of the school and the direc¬ 
tor of the Bilingual Program in the school district. 
The results are expected to advance the field of knowl¬ 
edge of the problem studied and will document data that 
will provide for better understanding of the code¬ 
switching phenomenon among the target population. 
I am requesting your permission for your daughter/ 
son to participate in my dissertation research. If you 
agree, please sign and return the following written 
consent. If you have any questions or concerns, please 
do not hesitate to contact me at the following address. 
Your cooperation is sincerely appreciated. 
Cordially yours, 
Maria V. Colon 
97-1 Spring Street 
Springfield, MA 01105 
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Dear Miss Colon; 
I have given permission to my daughter/son 
_ to participate in 
your dissertation research. I also authorize you to 
have access to my child's school records if it is 
necessary. 
Date Signature 
Telephone 
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Estimados padres: 
Actualmente soy estudiante graduada en la Universi- 
dad de Massachusetts en Amherst. Para completar los 
requisites de mi programs doctoral estoy llevando a 
cabo un estudio exploratorio sobre el uso de los lengua- 
jes espahol e ingles (codeswitching) en la expresion 
oral de los nines de kindergarten. Este proyecto ha 
side planificado de acuerdo a los requisites de la escue- 
la graduada y ha side aprobado por el comite doctoral. 
Para recolectar la informacion necesaria para el 
estudio, estare visitando el salon de clases de su nine 
/a durante los meses de septiembre a noviembre de 1985. 
La informacion sera codificada usando numeros en vez de 
nombres. Los hallazgos de la investigacion seran entre- 
gados en un informe final al principal de la escuela y 
al director del Programs Bilingiie en el distrito escolar. 
Se espera que los resultados del estudio provean infor- 
macidn sobre la alternacion del lenguaje (codeswitching) 
entre la poblacidn estudiada. 
Solicito su permiso para que su hijo/a pueda parti- 
cipar en la investigacion para mi tesis doctoral. Si 
esta de acuerdo, por favor, le agradecere que firme y 
devuelva el permiso adjunto a la carta. Si tiene alguna 
duda, puede comunicarse conmigo en la escuela o a la 
direccion que sigue. 
Le agradecere su cooperacion. Muchas gracias. 
Atentamente, 
Maria V. Colon 
97 Spring St. 
Springfield, MA 01105 
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Estimada senorita Colon: 
Estoy de acuerdo en que mi hijo/a _ 
_ participe en su estudio de tesis 
doctoral. Autorizo el acceso a los documentos de mi 
hijo/a en la escuela si fuera asi necesario. 
f echa f irma 
teldfono 
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Teacher 
CLASSROOM LANGUAGE SURVEY FORM - WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
-Date_ 
School Grade 
owe GRAoe Pewim«»t 
Room 
Teacher will please respond to the following question checking column 1, 2 or 3 
in this section only. (CHECK ONE COLUMN ONLY! 
The following code will be used to transfer informa¬ 
tion from the parents questionnaire: 
QUESTION: Based on your observation in and out of the classroom (including 
halls, cafeteria, playground, etc.), the student speaks: 
1. English only 
2. A language in addition to English 
3. Only a language other than English 
1. English 
2. Spanish 
3. Greek 
4. Armenian 
5. Italian 
6. Russian 
7. Vietnamese 
8. Laotian 
9. Other (specify) 
STUDENT’S NAME: (Please Print) 
Parent Qi jestionnaire Student it new 
to tvttem 
Lau 
Last First I.D.# 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Student hat trant* 
ferred from the 
foMowino tchooi 
for 7 
A 
BE 0 
B 
ffice 
C 
ute 0 
D 
nly) 
E 
— 
*Forms cannot be reproduced without permission of the School district. 
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Namp 
School I n Nn r.raHp Room No. 
WORCESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
LANGUAGE PREFERENCE 
AND 
HOME LANGUAGE SURVEY FORM * 
Equal educational opportunity is the right of children of all language backgrounds in these United States. Language is the primary 
means of communication for educational enrichment. Accordingly, we are assessing the language resources of all students enrolled in the 
Worcester Public Schools. 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it to your child's teacher tomorrow. Families with more than one child will need to 
flU out a questionnaire for each child enrolled. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. John E. Durkin, Superintendent 
ENGLISH 
Dear Parents: 
1. What language did your child first learn to speak? 
2. What language do you most often use when speaking to your child in the home? _ 
3. What language does your child most often use when speaking to you in the home? _ 
4. What language does your child most often use when speaking to other family members? 
5. What language does your child most often use when speaking to brothers and sisters? _ 
6. What language does your child most often use when speaking to friends? _ 
7. In what language would you like to rec~ we notices from sch>.ol? 
Parent's Signature 
iD-n 
Dr. ^cVin E:. Dcrkio 
/- ^Zrhc hrF 
3- ^f-lr 
3 - /<■ A«4 Ih IX^rlrfc -1--^ ■ - 
'Z- y% iW Ttrifr V ik t-'- -fh,- 4.: 
4y-- ^/.y.; -----; 
b, y-v^ J-V' o A*'-}' ^hf- 
*Forms cannot be reproduced without permission of the School district. 
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SPANISH 
QUESTIONARIO PATERNAL 
SOBRE LA LENGUA DEL HOCAR 
espaSol 
Queridos Pidres: 
El trato igual en cuanto a las oportunidades de estudio es un deiccho de nucstros nifloi sin importai el idioma que ellos hablon El 
idioma de la penona es el medio de comunicacidn paia enriquecer su desarroUo educativo. 
Estamos tratando de determinar los distintos idiomas de los niAos/as matriculados en el sistema de lu escuelu piiblicas de Worcester 
Por favor, Uene el cuestionaiio que aparece en la parte de atris y envielo con su nillo/ a al maestro/ a. Las familias que tengan mis de un niflo/ 
a deberin Uenar un cuestionaiio para cada hijo/a. 
Gracias por su cooperacion. 
Since ramente. 
Dr. John E. Durkin, Superlntendenie 
1. ^Cuil fue el primer idioma que su hijo/a aprendid a hablar? 
2. j,Cuil es el idioma que usted usa mas cuando habla con su hijo/a en casa? _ 
3. ^Cuil es el idioma que su hijo/a usa mis cuando habla con usted en casa? _ 
4. ^Cuil es el idioma que su hijo/ a usa mis cuando habla con otros de la familia? _ 
5. ^Cuil es el idioma que su hijo/a usa mis cuando habla con sus hermanos y hermanas? 
6. ^Cuil es el idioma que su hijo/a usa mas cuando habla con sus amigos/as? 
7. ^En cuil idioma le gustaria recibir las noticias de la escuela? _ 
Firma del Padre_ 
VIETNAMESE vi|t-nam 
ANH NGl] TRQNG DyNG 
BAN THAM GI<S NGON NGII DUNG TRONG GIA OINH 
Thi/a qiii Vi phu huynh: ^ ^ ^ 
Cd hSi giao due dong dEu la quyen Idi c6a cac con em thuoc mqi thanh phSn ngyn ngu tgi Hiep Chung Qu6c gia. Ngoj) ngd la 
phddng tiln truyEn thing chjnh yEu ch9 sd mti mang giao due. Theo do, chung tii mu6n dinh Iddng s6 nguin gic ngon cua tat c4 cac hoc 
sinh dang theo hoc tai cac trddng c5ng d Worcester. ^ 
Xin qui vi vui long die'n vao ban cau hoi ddii dSy va ngay mai gdi lai cho thay giao cua con em qui yi. 
Gia dinh nab c6 hdn mot em theo hpc thi can lam cho moi em mot ban rieng. 
Xin thanh thu'e cam dn su cong tac cua qui vi. 
Dr. John E. Durkin, Giim tJii 
1. Khi d nha con em qui vi hoc noi ngon ngii nao tn/dc hEt? --- 
2. Qui vi thddng hay diing ngon ngd nao khi noi vdi cac em luc d nha? -—  
3. Ngon ngd nao con em qui vi hay dung nhSt dt noi vdi qui vi khi d nha?--- 
- , _ , j \ t > , 
4. Ngon ngd nao con em qui vi hay dung khi noi vdi nhdng ngudi khac trong gia dinh- 
5. Ngon ngd nao con em qui vj hay dung nhkt de noi chuyen vdi anh em chi em?-- 
6. Ngon ngd nao chung hay dung de noi chuyen vdi ban ?- 
7. Qui vi muon nhan dude thong ba'o (tin tdc) cua nha truong bang ngon ngu gi? (tieng i?)-- 
Chu ky c4a phu huynh hoc sinh- 
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GREEK 
EAAHNIKA 
ENTTOOM rAOEiAt npoTiMHiEOE KAi miaonmir THI yHTPIKHE TAOrrir 
'AyanTiToC yovtis: 
noXiTCiE? SixoioOvTat T^V tSia ufipmuon 0\a id natfiLd iurrdnTn-r™ A.A .. 
PcXoOv. -H yXCooa elvac t6 ,pCto pdao pd xd i>tSr5’i:n2per ^tC^vd ppp^^le?? ?t-^0T6\d JlSoSd" 
upoo,dpoupe OTd oxoXcia Tipoypdppaxa yid SXout T0O5 padTixdi inoIadylnSTE yXCoia paoCv. 
nMaxaXoCpE. oupnXnpCoTE xd ipuxupaxoXdy 10 naC £uioxp£(t,xE xp dpdouc oxd ddoxaXo xoC naL&LoC 
Di. John E. Durkin 
’EnidEupTiT^S xSv ExoXeCuv 
1) notd vXCooa npiiixodpaSE xd natdC aai vd piXdri _ 
2) noid YXCooa pExaxEipCCtoai nid tioXd 5xav piXai oxd itaidC oou oxd oitCxi 
J) noid yXCooa pExaxei-pCCcxai aid aoXd xd aaidC oa? Sxav piXa oxd onCxi 
4) rloid yXSooa pExaxEipCCETai aid aoXd xd aaidC oas Sxav piXdEi pd ouYYevEic 
5) noid YXCooa pExaxEipCCExai aid aoXd xd aaidC oas Sxav piXdEi pd aSdXcpia xai aSEXiyds 
6) noid YXCooa pExaxEipCCExai aid aoXd xd aaidC oas Sypu piXaEi pd lyCXous _ 
7) Zd aoid YXCooa SdXEXE vd XaPaCvEXE xd OTipEiCpaxa xaC xis EiSoaoiflosis aad xd oxoXeio 
TaoYpapt) Povcux 
ITALIAN 
FORMA RIGUARDO LA LINGUA CHE 
PREFERITE NEGU AWISI E LA LINGUA CHE SI PARLA IN CASA 
ITAUANO 
Caii Genitori; 
L’ugunglianza di istnizione pubblica negli Stati Uniti d un dihtto che spetta a tuRi i giovani di qualsiasi origine linguistica. La 
conoscenza di una lingua t il mezzo indispensabile per il perfezionamento culturale di ogni individuo. A tale proposito in questo petiodo 
stiamo indagando suite tisorse linguistiche di tuRi gli alunni insciitti nelle scuole pubbtiche di Worcester. 
Pertanto vogliate gentilmente compilare il modulo qui allegato e a mezzo dei Vs. giovani riconsegnarlo al professore incaricato domani 
stesso. Le famiglie con piit di un alunno iscritto dovranno compilare un modulo per ogni aluruio. 
Sinceramente, 
Dr. John E. Durkin, Soprintendente 
1. Qual ’4 la prima lingua parlata del Vostro/ a Figlio/a? _ 
2. Qual '4 la lingua che usate normalmente in casa quando parlate con Vostro/a Figlio/a? ■ 
3. Qual '4 la lingua che Vostro/a Figlio/a usa normalmente in casa quando parla con voi? _ 
4. Qual ’4 la lingua che Vostro/a Figlio/a usa normalmente quando parla con altri della famiglia? 
5. Qual '4 la lingua che Vostro/a Figlio/a usa normalmente quando parla coi fratelli o le sorelle?. 
6. Qual '4 la lingua che Vostro/a Figlio/a usa normalmente quando parla coi suoi amici?_ 
7. In qual lingua volete ricevere le notizie della scuole? _ 
Firma del gerutore- 
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<l'j r 
P ' !>' '^’ 1/ 
i' ^ i id 
w*4'tiu»tTVj ts''SVijti'Ojorrf' A . 
I'd. it a\ ^|i .I*- 
tngS>** . '|l'A\CSN»lql4\Vi oa^A-.'f . 
. L ^ i. ri ' • * Q ’l!‘I 
4 ’ ' ^ <!-’ ^C r it 
92«ip4^ P- TcKo £ DcrWin 
Ji t/i *J>J 
- Q-4 * 11 ct y ^ 
9. AOS.S'Ut»Vi4it**C' -_ 
4.C “ ■ . ■ .T^i 
J Q.C • ’ »C ' 
»>y . U)lA)U't0ij>i3r^a^S>'olS»1or«j'49U . 
; a-t'' • o.,|V . - .. (i' 9 (» - U>'ia'»'«i|0'<owe.B)U'is>.»>a'o'V>i('ei>ati9sa\,'._ 
A' '*-?)> , ^ A. ^ 
^ . • ' 9 CJ • u»»i6*w'tft«> »aa l-ar^unD kju# \ . 
U' t 
rj^. j>ti3tin)(o(^UirtiVu(pOt>». _ 
tjxj ^arj W ((JW 
Rus 
0630P PiblK/>, ncno/lbiyiMuro j^oflA // B nOC/’AHH^A UB LUXOAtu 
^o/>oruf pactf/KAAi/^ 
Rl Cof^MfHtH/jf U//nama7 Brm/^ ho ytffAoui Jitif-f uccpa, cw<*e/r7 
palmf npt/o »a tJ^ioJoM^-t ■^/n« j/yJfmrA rpfJr/p^leuy odle/fM/A ^ c/mja - 
mtAlHVo O^vu/etu/A & rao/r/mrr/T>/uw c atham u/A^ f/rtapifi^MrJi at/fmmt 
leiMCAHA/n^ ffAj iartfu ^ Tocydi^/!>/wMti^ turb^f &yM>epa 
ia/>ojcm//r>f, nofaAyur/ixr^ -P/mm ie/7poc/fue u ^fpAL//rt aao ‘/•t/zpfjrM Sau/rro JaZ/xpa 
Ceu/tu, ‘AA/fJoa/i/t i^Miu/f oim/o , dOf^Mt/ so/ro^jiv/ne iarporMux Ma MaMi>07 a 
JxStMAfai 0<f^!aJiiuif/ors> f u/eafe 
ytAi f/tetTodapTiii io Saay '’Cu/ouM 
C pSa0fHUAM 
Dr. 3oV\n E", 1^0rkin ai)^f<urm/>On»/> 
I Ha OHOJA OiU0t. p>aui fi^fyttOK lofp^Ut TTOytc/yrra ^oApv/vl ^ — 
Z Ho 0amA< ejtvf dt! 'Out<t iff 70 lo^pufTit c prtfeAto^ ^mo'’ — 
3 Ha 0ai7ojj sn/0e 4a//pedfuo* rcfu/A ^rf7o to iipom c /omu dcuta ^ — 
A Ho KOKO-O Si6/re £o^ ^</dieMor Hjujt' Scfio >oiipu/rt e d^i^tuuAt ryfMOMu oeAHo ■'’ — 
b iHa. AOKOxi Bbun p^mx rauy &'(to ta/^vm eo c Ax/u/u ^txt/injuu/ t' 
6 Ha mnOJti Ailitr Baoj Kta/e Arero ta/opom ro rAH/xn/ ^iayMfiui.uH _ 
7 Ha ^ y76Uy4rw<' U5 UfA'af6/^ — 
poHjn>fj4H  
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Cuestionario para los padres 
Nombre del Nino/a_ 
Lugar de Nacimiento 
Nombre del Padre_ 
Lugar de Nacimiento 
Nombre de la Madre_ 
Lugar de Nacimiento 
Direccidn_ 
Teldfono_ 
Escolaridad del Padre_ 
Escolaridad de la Madre_ 
Ocupacidn del Padre_ 
Ocupacidn de la Madre_ 
Estado Civil__ 
Ease Prenatal y natal: 
1. dTuvo la madre alguna complicacion durante el 
embarazo del nino/a? _Si _No 
Explique___ 
2. cTuvo la madre un parto normal? _Si _No 
Explique_____ 
3. dTuvo el nino/a alguna complicacion al nacer 
durante los primeros meses de edad? 
Si No 
Edad 
Edad 
Edad 
o 
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4. cA que edad comenzo a hablar su nino/a? 
5. dQue idioma aprendid primero? 
Datos Biograficos: 
6. cDdnde nacio el nitio/a? 
7. cA que edad ILegd el nino/a a los Estados 
Unidos? 
8. dCuanto tiempo lleva el nino/a en los Estados 
Unidos? 
9. dCuantos hermanos mayores tiene el nino/a? 
10. dCuantos hermanos menores tiene el niho/a? 
11. dQuien cuido"^ al nino/a antes de ir a la es- 
cuela?_ 
12. c.Que idioma le hablaba esta persona al niho/a? 
13. cTuvo educacion pre-escolar el niho/a? 
_Si _No 
14. cQue idioma se utilizaba durante la instruccion? 
15. cVe el niho/a television en ingles? 
Si No 
190 
1-2 horas c, 5-6 horas 
b, 3-A horas d. mas tiempo 
16. dVe el niho/a television en espahol? 
_Si _No 
a. 1-2 horas c. 5-6 horas 
b. 3-4 horas d, mas tiempo 
Uso del Lenguaje: 
17. cQue idioma habla el nino/a regularmente en 
el hogar? _Ingles _Espanol 
18. dCon quien habla mas el niho/a? Marque en 
orden de preferencia. 
_Padre _Madre 
_Hermanns menores _Hermanns mayores 
_Familiares _Amigos 
19. dCuando comenzo su nirTo/a a decir las prime- 
ras palabras en ingles?_ 
20. cMezcla el nino/a el espanol con el ingles 
al hablar? _Si _No 
21. cCon quien o quienes mezcla el espanol con el 
ingles al hablar el nino/a? 
_Padre _Madre 
Hermanns mayores _Hermanns menores 
_Familiares _Amigos 
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22. <LEn que actividades especificas mezcla el 
espaiiol con el ingles el nifio/a? 
23. cLe parece bien a usted que el nino/a mezcle 
el espanol con el ingles al hablar? 
_Si _No 
24. <^Hay alguien mas en el hogar que mezcle el 
espanol con el ingles en el hogar? 
_Si _No 
25. dQue idioma(s) prefiere usted que hable el 
nino/a? _Espanol _Ingles 
Ambos 
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APPENDIX D 
Syntactical Analysis of English 
Base Language and Spanish 
Base Language Children's Discourse 
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Intrasentential 
SpanisVi basa language 
(2) Yo tengo purple, blue, red. 
(3) Dame una black. 
(4) Yo no tengo black. 
(5) Ehte se queda grande como yellow otra vez. 
(6) Dame yellow, dame yellow. 
(7) Deja usar purple. 
(8) cfDonde ehta el purpleP 
(9) Coge blue. 
(10) Dame mi black. 
(16) cDe cual way? 
(17) Se parece a cherry. 
(18) lAh! Tengo que pintar ahora de ehte color, yellow. 
(19) lAh! Yo no tengo ese color. 
(20) Yo no tengo ese color. 
(21) Eso se ve que eh black. 
(22) Yo voy a pintar todo lo red. 
(23) Lo voy hacer de ehte way. 
(24) Dame black primero. 
(25) Coge blue pa la mano. 
(26) Ehte eh mi rainbow. 
(27) ‘Ah! Yo tengo yellow. 
(28) El no tiene black. 
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(29) Maestra, no hay black. 
(31) Vite va de purple y ehte color va de este color. 
(32) Y ehte va de ehte color, ehte blue, purple, purple. 
(34) Ehto aqui va orange. 
(35) cQue eh esa cowboy? 
(37) Yo no tengo una motora aqui y la otra se la llevo^ 
Joel pal Gym. 
(39) Eso va orange. 
(40) Yo decia que no tenia black. 
(41) Y me pedia a mi black. 
(42) Va brown de ehte color. 
(46) La pinto black. 
(45) Yo necesito ese color. 
(46) Ehte eh rojo y ehte, orange. 
(47) Yo no tengo may color. 
(48) Oh si me copiaste del orange. 
(49) Yo tengo black. 
(50) Ehto parece un pamper. 
(51) Emprestame black. 
(54) Maestra, dquiereuna cookie? 
(55) cQuiere una cookie, maestro, cookie? 
(56) Only dos, pre'stame. 
(57) Mira maestra de strawberry. 
(58) De ehta va con verde porque arboles son verdes. 
That color no es verde, je, je. 
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(59) Lo quiere pintar black. 
(60) Los jackets tambie^'n son black. 
(62) Yo lo voy a pintar purple. 
(63) Oh no, ehte eh purple. 
(64) Ella no hizo los colors, porque mira. 
(66) Lo que falta echar mucha clay. 
(67) Ehta dura. Necesita ma clay. 
(68) Voy a pintar un arbol de ehte color aqui. 
(69) Pintalo de ehte color. 
(70) Yo pinto ehte, ehte, ehte con otro color. 
(71) Yo no tengo dos color. 
(73) Falta pintar uno bird. 
(74) Ma^'s que un bird porque tiene number uno. 
(76) Ehta eh mine. 
(77) Yo tengo orange. 
(78) Dame yellow. 
(79) Ehta eh la papa'" y la mama" y el baby y la hermana. 
(80) /Ah! Mira que baby chiquito. 
(81) /Ay I Mira que'" baby. 
(83) i/Que'^ eh el smoke? 
(84) Mira different colors. 
(86) Voy a tener un party. 
(88) (/Porque ehta haciendo un rainbow? 
(89) Eso eh purple. 
(90) Yo tengo mucho yellow porque los parti. 
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(91) Ehto va black aqui. 
(92) Mira roio, orange, orange. 
(93) Yo lo pinto de orange. 
(94) Yo tengo un monton de orange. 
(95) Toma el black chiquito. 
(96) Dame mi black. 
(97) Ya pinte red, red. 
(98) Eso no eh funny. 
(100) Ese eh purple. 
(101) Eh purple. 
(102) Ese eh purple. 
(103) Eh purple. 
(104) Yo va te preste black. 
(105) Eh de ehte way. 
(106) Yo lo voy hacer de ehte way. 
(111) Tu Dinta tanto orange. 
(112) cVe oue tu no ointa los colors? 
(114) Tu no tiene ehte color. 
(115) Pinta black. 
(116) Ta bien con black. 
(117) Vov a Dintar el baby de ehte color. 
(121) La spider, la spider na ma la quiere pintar. 
(120) Y Hispiiph lo ensancha con tape en la casa pa que 
se vea bien lindo. 
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(121) Voy a usar black. 
(122) LBlack, donde va? 
(123) Tu tiene black. 
(124) Mira yo tengo black. 
(125) Ahora deia blue. 
(126) Yo los voy a pintar de ehte color. 
(127) Juan me dio ehte color. 
(128) Ehta sick veldah. 
(129) Yo tengo orange, orange. 
(130) Yo tengo yellow, yellow. 
(134) i.Porque tu ehta happy? 
(135) Y mira el cat. 
(136) La barriga de ehte cat. 
(137) Van a ver la movie. 
(138) Mira una ring pa tu deo. 
(141) Mira el cowboy. 
(142) Maestra. mami tiene una cowboy. 
(143) Ehto eh una cowboy. 
(146) Mira tiene un sign. 
(147) Mira lo de ehte color. 
(148) Eh de orange. 
(150) El tiene orange. 
(153) Dame esa star. 
(163) Mira una donut. 
(165) That's different pistola. 
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(167) Ehto eh una arrow. 
(174) Pinta in another color. 
(175) Coge black. 
(176) Yo no necesito el black. 
(178) Se llama snake. 
(189) Mira el rollerskate. 
(190) Ehto son los rollerskate. 
(192) Pi^ntalo de ehte color. 
(193) Alli no hay window. 
(194) Veldah, que hay mucha window 
(195) El arbol va purple, veldah o 
(15) Ya hice una apple. 
en el avion, 
verde. 
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Isolated Phrases 
Spanish Base Language 
(1) el indio black 
(33) Ji, ji un cowboy 
(36) No rosa y el green 
(38) iglesia orange 
(43) No pal Gym. 
(65) rosa y el pink 
(72) do numbers 
(74) Mas que un bird 
(82) IQue"^ baby! 
(85) Y un traie y un coat 
(87) El sun 
(113) De ehte color 
(118) IHuy! una Spider 
(136) La barriga de ehte cat 
(140) Una ia, aa apple, apple, apple 
(151) Una heart 
(152) Oh un circle 
(154) IMira! star 
(166) The arrow pistola 
(177) Mi baby 
(179) Mi name 
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(180) El airplane like that 
(182) Un kiddy cat 
(187) Ahi en el back can 
(188) Ah SI de ese, six cheapy yellow 
(185) Si ehte color purple 
(198) La piggy 
(57) Mira de strawberry. 
(105) La barriga de ehte cat. 
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(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(61) 
(109) 
(108) 
(109) 
(110) 
(131) 
(132) 
(133) 
(144) 
(145) 
(161) 
(162) 
(157) 
(185) 
(186) 
(191) 
(156) 
(155) 
Parenthetical 
Spanish base language 
(Fillers, Tag, Interjections) 
Ay men, no hay de ehte color. 
Dame una tijera, please. 
Ah men, de so. 
Los jackets tambien son black, that's cool. 
Ella dijo, thank you. 
Maestra voy pal bar(o, please. 
Voy pal bano bye, bye. 
Voy pal bano, please. 
Yo necesito, men, avanza. 
Dame, ese canto, thank you. 
Dime, you are welcome. 
0 
/Ay! men. 
Esa no eh chica, ehto men. 
/Mira!, Look what you are doing,? 
/Mira!, What do you say? 
I men, yo no tiene orange. 
Oh shit! Ahora yo no cual la va a poner ehto. 
La pierna esa, men. 
Echalo pa 11a. Mira. Oh shit! 
/Mira! Eso no eh orange. 
/Mira! got only una muneca. 
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Inter-sentential ~ Spanish base language 
(30) Y como se pinta ehto? ciQuie'n pinto ehto? Red, 
red, I got red y black, only black. Mira maes- 
that color I got. /Oh/mira de ehte color 
son los mismo. 
(54) dTu quieres una de ehtas? I got chee-tos. _I 
got chee-tos. <iQuieres otro? 
(98) Huy, huy, huy pintate de distinto colores. 
don't like that color. Yeah, oh si tengo sangre, 
mi mama me uto de bute. 
(149) Ehta crayola dan ma trabajo. You really making 
it now. Si. Let me see yours. 
(172) dTu quieres una? Oh like this one! You want a 
different one, mira. 
(198) Ehto poni, crazy glue. Color right here. Yo 
hago ehto en mi casa. 
(14) Yo no se hacer na. Oh this clay is mine. Mira 
le hice un ojito por alia adentro. 
# 
(184) /Avanza! Black only black. Mira maestra. 
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Inter-sentential - Sentence Spanish 
switch other utterance Spanish 
(164) Eso eh del nene de el. That's his cousin. 
Veldah. 
( 16) Esperate tengo que hacer de ehto aqul arriba. 
You forgot to do this right. Humm get a little. 
(170) cQue eh ehto y ehte? He forgot his letter, so I 
can play with it. Right. 
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No category 
Spanish base language 
(53) Ni yo , I no want this one. 
(158) A me tiene ; /ellow. 
(159) A me tiene toditas. 
(160) A me. 
(171) A me quiere una bolita. 
(173) sabe una ring. 
(168) A me quiere ehto. 
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Switch from one English sentence to 
Spanish Sentence or English Phrase 
(2) That's what you thing. Mira , quiere una. 
(3) Don't mess it up man! Eso eh mio. Yeah, veah ehto 
son. 
(19) I get it. I will get. No yo busco otro pa ti. 
El piggy. 
(24) 1 no want it. I no want it. I no want it. Deialo 
ahi pa botarlo. 
(25) Color right here. Yo tengo ehto en mi casa. 
(27) You can't cut it with mine. Deiame ver la tuya. 
(28) That's the same color. See that's not. Veldah, 
maestra que ehta eh verde. 
(29) You got it this color. That one black. Oh, oh, 
ahora la maestra no te va a traer chicle. 
(30) Give me my brown. Where my brown? En ingles tene- 
mos mas crayolas. cOiste? 
(34) Check it out men. Oh, pintaste los mismos colors. 
Miralos. 
(35) What a bugle! Que grande eh la de el. 
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Inter-sentential 
English base language 
(4) For real it is too easy. Eat it. 
It is too easy. 
(15) Yes, you did right. (Eso eh jamo'n) 
That's cheese. 
Inter-Phrase 
(Ahi viene) 
That's ham. 
Ritht there, right there (Dame) Right there. 
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(1) 
(37) 
(4) 
(9) 
(16) 
(17) 
(22) 
(23) 
(34) 
(33) 
(36) 
English Base - Intra-sentential 
English base language 
You make a piece of de ehto. 
I saw una. 
Let me see my tijeras, 
I mean could you put mi nombre aqui. 
How do you do that maestra? 
How do you do that thing right there, la de ese way. 
Oh that color. I got de ehte color. 
I do my snake. Donde ehta la window? 
That color es verde. 
Red va aqui. 
That is going to be orange como el tuyo. 
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Parenthetical 
English Base language 
(5) I am making sharp, right. /Mira! 
(6) I mean yo tengo dos colores, asi azul 
(7) I mean tiene los dos colores de azul. 
(8) I pass you, veldah. 
(14) I mean, tiene ehte color iugo. 
(20) Ah men, tiene un paquete de money. 
(21) I mean, yo tengo. 
(27) Men, ehta acabando el tiempo. 
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No category 
English base language 
(11) Ah me come here. /Oh si, oh si! Mira ehto, mira 
ehto, veldah. 
(32) Apple juice. No mira te lo va a beber to. 
APPENDIX E 
Episodes Analyzed Within the Contexts 
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EPISODES ANALYZED WITHIN THE CONTEXTS* 
SMALL GROUPS CONVERSATTONAT. 
Episode 1 
B (girl, 6:1 ): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
B (girl, 6:1 ): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
Purple 
Pink, purple 
Purple, green, 
yellow, green. 
/Uh! Mira Corn 
(^Quiere? fCoge 
ed, rojo, orange, 
Flakes. ^^Quiere? 
^Te gusta? 
Episode 2 
D (boy, 5:2): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
B (girl, 6:1 ): 
* if 
/Oh no! Veldah que el come asi con 
0 
las manos. /Oh no I Tiene que comer 
con las cucharas. 
Come como los perros. 
Pero yo no soy ningun perro, Veldah 
maehtra. Si fuera un perro. . . 
Asi, asi. . . 
Race asi como los perritos. 
'Transcripts were made following children's verbatim. 
Data reports children's specific pronunciation. 
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D (boy. 5:2 ): Mete la boca. Sampa la boca en el 
agua. 
B (girl, 6:1 ): Mira un chu. chu, chu, chu tren. 
D (boy. 5:2 ): Where is it? Oh! 
Episode 3 
B (girl, 6:1 ) 
J (girl, 4:11) 
B (girl, 6:1 ) 
D (boy, 5:2 ) 
J (girl, 4:11) 
B (girl, 6:1 ) 
Mira eso se pega. 
Look it! 
Dejame ver eso. Purple, rosa, rojo, 
orange, en yellow, en green, en purple, 
en rosa, en red, en amarillo y. . . 
Y en ingle^'s se dice amarillo. 
Deja nena. 
Purple, amarillo, green, rojo. 
Episode 4 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
D ( boy, 5:2 ): 
E (boy, 5:5): 
D (boy, 5:5): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
Tu quiere Chee-tos, toma dos chiquitos. 
A ver si tu los echaste. 
Yo lo guardo pa no ir pa alia. Pa 
buhcar mas oiste. I want cookie. 
Alguien no te lo . . . 
I no want cookie, I no want cookie. 
And why are you giving it to me. I 
want cookies. 
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D (boy, 5:5 ): 
D (boy, 5:5 ): 
(Observer) : 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
Tu quieres una de ehtas. I got Chee- 
tos. I got Chee-tos. 
9 
^Quieres otro? 
Thank you. 
You are welcome. Yo abro, yo abro. 
dQuiere ehto? ^Lo quiere? Lo parti. 
Un cantito pa mi y un cantito pa ti. 
Okay welcome, no tengo ma'^s na pa botar 
ehto, veldah. 
Ahi in the back can. 
The garbage, the garbage. 
Episode 5 
M (girl, 4:11): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
Ehto huele malo, bah. A mi no, a mi 
no, dd^selo a e^^l. 
Yo no quiero. 
Ni yo, I no want this one. 
I no want it. 1 no want it. Dejalo 
• 9 
ahi pa botar. iLa. boto ehto? ^rQuiere 
una de las mias? <jLa boto? La voy a 
botar, maehtra, boto ehto. Yo la boto, 
yo la boto. Ehto ehta junto maehtra. 
For que, no se lo dihte a alguien? 
For que^ nadie lo queria? 
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D (boy, 5:2 ): Maehtra, quiere una cookie. Yo la 
engancho por aqui dentro. Quiere una 
cookie, maehtra, cookie. No te ehta- 
mos dando desayuno pa que tu te muera. 
5:5 ): Yeah, si. 
0 
(jQuiere jugo? Yeah, Mira de straw¬ 
berry. Mira maehtra de strawberry, 
huelelo. Y bien bueno que ehta! No 
de eso no. 
E (boy, 5:5 ): /Ah si! de ese six cheapy yellow. 
Vamos a jugar con ehte. 
E (boy, 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
Episode 6 
K (boy. 5:4 ): No eso eh mio. 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): 
/ 
Eso eh del nene de el. 
cousin veldah. That! 
K (boy. 5:4) • • It's mine. 
.sode 7 
(maestra ) 
• / 
^Que estas tomando? 
I (boy. 5:3 ): Jugo 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): A mi tiene ehte color 
tenia. 
I (boy. 5:3 ): Ese yo lo tenia. 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Orange juice. 
Ese yo lo 
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(Observer ) • • Orange juice, Mmmm 
I (boy, 5:3 ): De ese mismo. 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): Orange juice! 
sode 8 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): I sprinkle in my stomach. My name, 
where my name. El Gym. 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Jugando. 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Tarzan, cosas que tu hace asi, Tarzan 
What is the jungle? 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Trepandose en una escalera. 
I (boy. 5:3 ): 
# / 
/Trepandose! 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): What, what, what dancingf 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Oh, give the juice. I want . . . 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Tarzan 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Juice 
I (boy. 5:3 ): lo mismo 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): When he was Tarzan, he fell, wee in 
his head. Yes you did, right. Eso 
eh jamo^n, that’s ham, that's cheese. 
I like cheese. Look it, but I no 
eat that cheese. 
Maestra • • /Que rico! 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Y tu quiere toita y tu cogela. 
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Quiere ma, coge, coge, una. Tu no 
quiere ma na. 
Episode 9 
K (boy, 5:4 ): No, no, no. 
E (boy, 5:5 ): No le deje'’. Me da asi. 
I (boy. 5:3 ): Asi eh pa mi. Se parece a cherry. 
Que eh ehte jugo? 
E (boy. 5:5 ): Apple juice, pueh coge los huevos. 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Pruebalo asi. 
E (boy. 5:5 ): Yo me como una dona. 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Apple juice. 
E (boy. 5:5 ): Apple juice! No mira te lo va a 
beber to. /Ay! No me deja te lo 
bebio"" to. Te lo echo en un vaso pa 
ti. 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Un chipito queda. 
I (boy. 5:3 ): Pa ti mismo. 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Excuse me! 
Episode 10 
E (boy. 5:5 ): El, el trajo muchas cosas. Y tu do 
cosas. El muchas cosas mas que tu. 
I (boy. 5:3 ): Porque mi mama no quiere gastar lo 
o tro. 
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E (boy, 5:5 
I (boy, 5:3 
K (boy, 5:4 
I (boy, 5:3 
Episode 11 
I (boy, 5:3 
K (boy, 5:4 
): Los chavos no quiere gastarlo. A mi 
me compraron muchas cosas. Gastan 
los chavos y le dan mucho, mucho. Un 
paquete tiene guardao. 
): Mi mama no. 
): Ah men! Yo tengo un paquete de money. 
I mean, yo tengo . . . 
Eso son embute. 
): Yo sera^ que tengo como mil pesos. 
): Oh! iQue eh eso? 
): Sopa, deja ver. ^Que eh eso? Cherry, 
deja ver, deja ver. 
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Episode 1 
I (boy, 5: 
E (boy, 5: 
K (boy, 5; 
E (boy, 5: 
K (boy, 5: 
E (boy, 5: 
K (boy, 5; 
E (boy, 5 
K (boy, 5 
E (boy, 5 
SMALL GROUPS FREE PLAY 
) • Pintelo de ehte color. Eso se le ve 
que eh black. Lo voy a pintar de 
ehto colores. 
5 ): Vite, va de purple y ehte color va de 
ehte color y ehte va de ehte color, 
ehte blue, blue, purple, purple. 
4 ): Orange! 
5 ); You got orange. Yeah! 
4 ): /Avanza! Y black, only black. 
5 ): Mira maehtra, that color I got. Oh 
mira de ehte color son los mismo. 
4 ); Oh that color I got. ({De este color? 
Ya pa que^ pintalo de ehte color. 
:5 ): Vite, va de purple y de ehte color va 
de ehte color, color y . . . y ehte va 
de ehte color, ehte blue, blue, purple, 
purple. 
:4 ): Orange? 
:5 ): You got orange. Yeah. 
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Episode 2 
K (boy, 5:4 ): No eh esah! Yeah! Eso eh del 
palque. Mira! Mira en el roll- 
skate! Ehtoh son los rollerskate? 
Ehtoh son "iceskate". 
E (boy, 5:5 ): Mira con lah pata. 
K (boy, 5:4 ): Mira, mira, mira. Raul, mira! Ah 
men, no... 
Episode 3 
K (boy, 5:4 ): /Diante! /Tremenda mujel! Esa no eh 
chica. Ehto men, nooh. Yes, sir. 
E (boy, 5:5 ): Tu ereh una mujel. 
K (boy, 5:4 ): Oh excuse me! 
Episode 4 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): Uuh, mira el cowboy! Mira el cow¬ 
boy! Ja, ja. 
D (boy, 5:2 ): ^*Donde? Cowboy, cowboy. Unju, un 
cowboy. Ji, ji un cowboy. 
Episode 5 
M (girl,4:11): j^Como se llama? 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): Flash, Speed flash. 
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M (boy, 4:11): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
0 ( boy, 5:3 ): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
Y si tvi me dice otra cosa yo lo digo 
tambien. 
Speed Flash! 
Speed flash and then he speed and he 
runs fast. 
Deja ver el carrito. 
No eso va con el. No fix him. That 
what he do. He runs upon the wall to. 
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SMALL GROUPS-TASK DIRECTED ACTIVITY 
Episode 1 
M (girl, 4:11): 
N (girl, 5:5 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
N (girl, 5:5 ): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
Me puede dar yellow. 
Yellow va a ser pa ti. 
Mira eso no eh orange. I mean yo 
no tengo orange. 
Esa eh orange. 
No me buhcate un orange. 
Ese no eh orange. Okay ehte eh orange, 
veldah. 
Episode 2 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ) 
D ( boy, 5:2) 
0 (boy, 5:3 ) 
Ehto aqui va orange. Ehto aqui va 
orange. Porque ahora no pega. 
Ahora no pega, ahora no pega. 
Ehte va ahi. Mira de ehte color. 
Va aqui. 
No, no touch mine. 
Episode 3 
C (girl, 5:7 ): lah miah? Mira como ehtan rompia. 
Mira ehta. 
5:2 ): Tu digia que no tenia black. Y me pe- 
dia a mi black. La iglesia va amari- 
D (boy. 
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11a. A no me guhta hacela asi 
porque eh tan chiquita. 
0 (boy, 5:3 
D (boy, 5:2 
maehtra. 
): Eh de orange. Prehtame la amarilla 
ehte porque la mia ehta rompia. Esa 
eh mia. 
): Oh, no, veldah porque no son de el 
Episode 4 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): I saw you, I saw you. 
(to the teacher)! saw her down the hill. I told 
maehtra. I have to go. I pass you, 
veldah, I pass you. I mean, could you 
put mi nombre aqui. 
Episode 5 
K (boy 5:4 ): Ehto poni, crazy glue, crazy glue. 
Color right here. Yo hago ehto en mi 
casa. 
Episode 6 
I (boy, 5:3 ): Yo tengo purple, blue, red. Dame una 
black. Yo no tengo black. 
Mira iglesia. 
What? 
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(teacher) 
I (boy, 5:3 ) 
(Observer) 
K (boy, 5:4 ) 
I (boy, 5:3 ) 
<{Que^ es eso? 
Iglesia 
Y eso^ ^que es? 
Iman 
La iglesia, okay ahora viene indio 
rojo, el indio black. 
Episode 7 
D (boy, 5:2 ) 
L (girl, 5:6 ) 
D (boy, 5:2 ) 
Vamos a pintarlo verde. 
Black! 
You got it this color, that one black. 
Oh, oh, ahora la maehtra no te va a 
traer chicle. El arbol va purple, 
veldah o verde? No^ el a'rbol va 
verde, veldah. 
Episode 8 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
Ah! /Con que^ tu ehtaba pintando? 
Con ehto. ;0h! eh de ehte way. Yo 
lo voy hacer de ehte way. 
I want to know how I do it. How do 
you do that, maehtra? Now do you 
that thing, right there. La de ese 
way. 
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Episode 9 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ) 
H (girl, 5:10) 
E (boy, 5:5 ) 
Una, una, no un abanico, avion. 
Yo no sabo. 
Ni yo tampoco. Yo no puedo. 
I Oh si! No asi, hacemelo right there, 
right there. lOh dame! Right there. 
Tu tienes la tuya. 
Esa ehta'" escribia. 
Mira tu tiene red, give me, give me. 
Episode 10 
0 (boy, 5:3): 
(Observer) : 
0 (boy, 5:3 ) : 
K (boy, 5:4 ) : 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
I (boy, 5:3 ): 
What is the letter? Ah, ah, he said 
a fish. That’s funny, veldah. Una 
grande snake. 
What? 
Una snake, no I am going to make one 
snake for me. 
Yo voy hacer primero un de so que 
coge. Se llama snake i i, cascara. 
No una i i i, iglu, iglue, no. 
I am making this letter. What? 
The I. 
Yo no se hacer na. /Oh! This clay 
is mine. 
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0 (boy, 5:3 
Episode 11 
0 (boy, 5:3 ' 
K (boy, 5:4 ' 
(Observer) 
K (boy, 5:4 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3) 
I (boy, 5:3 
Oh, oh, oh! This glue is all of 
this. You are not taking it home. 
Not you are not keeping it at your 
house. 
Mira mi nombre. 
Mi name 
iQue tu haces? 
): Yo hici una cosa asi y otra. La ven- 
tana por, por el airplane like that. 
): Asi son lo avion, veldah naestra. 
Poro yo no se"" hacer un avion. 
): Mira, what do you say? 
): Herna'n, I not going a be Hernan. Mi¬ 
ra yo le hago las ventanas ehte. 
Nelson. Yo le hago la ventana. 
): I not going to be Hernan. 
): My name is with the H. 
: No look it. You are going to make 
this first, this right here. How 
about we make soup. 
): Yo voy hacer un avion y lo puedo 
contar. 
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K (boy, 5:4 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
Episode 12 
I (boy, 5:3 
(teacher) 
I (boy, 5:3 
K (boy, 5:4 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
I (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
I (boy, 5: 
): /Que avio^n grande! 
): Yo hice una apple. Esperate tengo que 
hacer ehto aqui arriba. You forget 
to do this right. Humm get a little. 
): Mira, look what you are doing. 
): I do my snake. Donde ehta la window. 
Veldah que hay mucha window en el 
avion. Y yo voy a poner mucha... 
: Deja ver eso. 
): Mucha ventana en el avion. Yo te puse 
tre porque no cabe. 
): Ehta ehcribe, ehto ehcribe, maehtra, 
ehta cosa ehcribe. 
): (/Que'^ eh eso? Una pluma de ehto, eso 
se le rompe y se le pone otro. Mira 
yo hice el avion. Yo hice la A. 
): I don't know. I made it. That was 
the E, E. 
): E, elephant, elephant. 
): The elephant is right here. 
): I don't make no elephant. 
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Episode 13 
K (boy. 5:4 ): Yo voy hacer comida. 
I (boy, 5:3 ): To el mundo quiere comida. Si, okay. 
/ 
parense. 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Do you want soup? 
(children) • • No, yeah! 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): Hernan, I am want make soup, no 
superfly. No just make soup. Yeah 
we mix it up together. This are mine, 
rolling it up. Mira maehtra, okay. 
Episode 14 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
(teacher) : 
0 (boy, 5:3 ) : 
Una "sharpinter" una pistola. No deja, 
that's a different pistola; the arrow 
pistola. 
What a bugle! Que' grande es la de el, 
mira. 
• / 
(iQue es eso? 
Yeah this arrow! You make a piece of 
de ehto. You make of this part. You 
break this part of and then you put 
it through here and then press it 
down. Ehto eh una arrow. A me quiere 
ehto. Tu quiere una asi. 
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Episode 15 
0 (boy, 5:3 
0 (boy, 5:3 
K (boy, 5:4 
0 (boy, 5:3 
Episode 16 
J (girl, 4: 
(girl) 
M (girl, 4: 
): (/Que eh ehte letter? ^Que' eh ehte? 
* / # / 
(!Que eh ehte y ehte? (iQue eh ehto? 
He forgets his letter so I can play 
with it, right. 
): A me quiere una bolita. A me quiere 
una bola como ehte y como ehte. Tu 
quiere una, okay like this one. You 
want a different one. 1 can make a 
different one. /Mira! Me sabe una 
ring. Get out of here. Mira una ring 
pa tu deo. 
): Can't fit you. 
): That's what you think. Mira, quiere 
una, quiere una. I saw una. Voy a 
pintah patita, patita, tu patita. 
1): Ehta eh la papa" y la mama y el baby 
el hermano. 
: Mira ehta^ haciendo una cosa. 
1): Oh no yo no ehtoy haciendo una cosita. 
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Episode 17 
J (girl, 4:11): 
(girl) ; 
J (girl, 4:11): 
Ah mira que baby chiquito. 
Y la cabeza donde se la pongo. 
Ay, mira que baby. /Que baby! 
Ejem! Ehtoy cansa. Ejem! 
Episode 18 
M (girl, 4:11): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
(girl) : 
Una casa se ehta"" moviendo, maehtra. 
Una casita de algo; una casa y una 
cosa que... El smoke! 
• / 
(^Que eh el smoke? 
El smoke te acuerdas el smoke cuando 
viene Santa Claus. 
Oh eso, oh si, veldah que sale Santa 
Claus de ahi, mira... 
Episode 19 
(girl) 
J (4:11) 
: Mira muchas culebras. 
: Mira different colors. 
Episode 20 
(girl) : Y le compro una hebilla. 
J (girl, 4:11): Y mi mama me va a comprar una hebilla 
en casa, y un traje y un coat y una 
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medias y un munequito y el pelo 
suelto. 
^ 4:11); Y mi mama me va a comprar unos zapa- 
tos bien lindo. 
Episode 21 
M (girl, 4:11): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
Maestra mira una casa, los rainbows, 
el sol pa que todas las palomas. 
El sun. 
Si se me olvido^el sun. 
/Por que" ehta haciendo un rainbow? 
Episode 22 
J (girl, 4:11): Ehta pera, porque si. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Porque quiere pintar la nena. 
J (girl. 4:11): La piggy, la puerca. la puerca nena. 
veldah. 
Episode 23 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Maestra mira, se me rompid' la crayola. 
Se me rompio"^ la crayola. Ta bien yo 
puedo pintar asi. Yo pinto los 
numbers primero. Coge los tuyos. 
Coge tu libro y pinta. 
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M (girl, 4:11): Mira ven aca. Otro lo tengo que 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
coger y tengo que terminar la gallina. 
Y dipueh lo pinto. 
M (girl, 4:11): La gallina, la gallina. 
J (girl, 4:11): Give me orange. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): No ehta. 
J (girl, 4:11): Ehta eh mine. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Oh... la nena no ma yo pinte. 
M (girl, 4:11): Can 1 get the blue, yes, yes sir. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Ah! Ahora deja blue. Mira yo pinto 
las pepitas, las pepitas yo las voy a 
pintar de ehte "color". 
J (girl, 4:11): pipitas, pipitas 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Tengo chiquititas, Juan me dio ehte 
"color". Tate quieta Pepita. 
Episode 24 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Oh la spider, la spider na ma la 
quiere pintah y dipueh manana la pin- 
tamos . 
J (girl, 4:11): Mira la de ella. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Si termina toito lo terminaron y 
dipueh no le da na y lo guarda en 
casa veldah. Y depueh lo engancha 
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con tape en casa por que se vea bien 
M (girl, 4:11): 
L (girl, 5:6 ); 
M (girl, 4:11): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
Undo veldah. Voy a usar black. 
Black,^donde va? Td me dite ehta 
poro se me rompid', avanza. Veldah, 
que ella no ehta pintando ese y no 
avanza. 
Si me dice avanza, me ehtoy alcanzando. 
Te ehta cansandq,o nof Te cansate^ 
(jveldah? 
Dame black. 
Tu tiene black. Mira yo tengo black. 
Episode 25 
J (girl, 4:11): Mrs . Hernandez no ha venio hoy. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Ehta sick veldah. 
J (girl. 4:11): Ma que Mrs. Camacho. 
L (girl. 5:6 ): Yo tengo orange. orange. 
J (girl. 4:11): Yo tengo orange. orange. Dame orange 
L (girl. 5:6 ): Yo tengo yellow. yellow^ yellow. 
Ahora yo voy hacer. Oh... yo necesito 
men avanza. Que chiquito, mira pinta. 
Ah se me rompio' la crayola ehta. Ehta 
pintando. Oh, oh, oh se me rompe. 
Dame ese canto. Thank you, dime you 
are welcome. 
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Episode 26 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
Tu lo ehcribiste tan ra'^pido. Ah tu lo 
pintahte toa. Pintalo de ehte color. 
Maehtra yo tengo do green. 
Ah, pintado. Mira ehta en el numero 
uno. Yo pinto ehte, ehte, ehte con 
otro color. Los ojos, yo no lo pinto. 
Frog de los mismo color. Son lo mismo. 
Yo tengo otro color chiquito. 
Yo tengo tre green ones. No do o tre, 
uno, do, tre. Uno, do, tre, cuatro, 
veldah. Yo lo trazo primero. 
Mira otro "color”. 
Episode 27 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
^De que"^ color pinto ehto maehtra, 
yellow? 
Falta pintah un bird. Mira que un 
bird. Porque tiene number uno, veldah. 
Tu pinta tanto orange. 
Lo pinte'". 
Ahora pinta la gallina, una no, dah. 
Veldah que tu saque la una. 
La bee, una bispa. 
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L (girl, 5:6 
Episode 29 
P (girl, 6:2 
L (girl, 5:6 
P (girl, 6:2 
L (girl, 5:6 
Episode 30 
C (girl, 5:7 
P (girl, 6:2 
C (girl, 5: 
P (girl, 6: 
C (girl, 5: 
): Eso no eh una bispa. Ve que tu no 
pinta los colors. 
): dDe que'' color eh la gallina? 
): De ehte color. Tu no tiene ehte "color" 
no. Ehte no son los mismo. Lo puede 
escribir con los mios. 
): Mira ehpera. Pinta ehtos. 
): Yo deberia pintar la gallina del color 
black, maehtra. Pinta black. Tabien 
con black. 
): ^Por que' no vamo pal Gym? 
): Porque ehtamos trabajando. Cuando tra- 
baje vamo pal Gym. 
): Cuando termine to ehto, toito, toito 
el papel, veldah maehtra. Toito el 
papel, toito nojotros... 
): Los nenes en la otra fila y la nena en 
la otra fila. 
): Pa cornel, no vamo a cornel ahora... 
Pal Gym. 
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P (girl, 6:2 ): Yo yo se^ 
Episode 31 
C (girl, 5:7 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
C (girl, 5:7 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
C (girl, 5:7 ): 
Yo no lo voy a ehcondel. i'Cual eh el 
de? Y manana lo voy a trallar porque 
ehte eh pa Christmas, veldah. 
Que lo voy a trallar. Okay. 
Saca ehto. 
Uuy... No pegue eso ahi que se le va 
a pegar el papel pigajoso. 
Si, se le pega pegajoso el papel, 
veldah. 
Episode 32 
C (girl, 5:2 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
C (girl, 5:2 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
C (girl, 5:2 ): 
Porque nojotros no vamo a vel la movie 
alli. /Porque^? 
Ehtan viendo movie ayer, no ahora. 
Mira la maehtra. No te caiga, uy va 
a limpiar. /Oh que linda! El closet, 
ahi echa todo juguete ahi. 
Si, SI mira. 
Veldah que hay juguete. 
/Ay! I am sorry. Manana yo voy a 
jugar contigo ahi. 
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Episode 33 
M (girl, 4:11): 
J (girl, 4:11): 
M (girl, 4:11): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
(iQuien? Yo... (iQuien tiene el orange? 
Yo mira ahi. 
Oh, what a little orange. 1 love the 
sun orange. 
1 need the orange. Maehtra ehte la^’piz 
etaba rompio, por eso yo lo traigo por 
aqui. Lo pinto por aqui primero. 
(j Que^ tu di j ite? 
M (girl, 4:11): Thank you. 
J (girl, 4:11): Ella dijo, thank you. 
Episode 34 
F (girl, 4:10): Yo tengo mucho yellow porque los parti, 
Oh no, yo no los parti. Ehtaban ahi. 
(fQuiere uno? Pueh no, el otro ma chi- 
quito, bien chiquito. Ehto va black 
aqui. Tiene que pintarlo suave. Ah 
pa que no se saiga de la linea. Tu 
ereh un pavo. 
D (girl, 5:2 ): Til una pavo, para, para eh asi. 
F (girl, 4:10): Check it out, men! Oh, pintate los 
mismo "colors". Miralo. 
D (boy, 5:2 ): Ehte eh rojo y ehte orange. 
H
n
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F (feirl, 4:10): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
D (boy 5:2 ): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
D (boy, 5:2 ) : 
F (girl, 4:10): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
F (gir1, 4:10): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
Mira rojo, orange, orange, 
rojo, yellow. 
^Cual color eh ehte orange, orange, 
red? 
Yo no tengo ma "color". Pintaste los 
mismo. Me copiaste. Tu no me copiaste 
de ehte. Oh si me copiaste del orange. 
Yo te lo pinto de orange. Yo tengo un 
monton de orange. Only dos pre'^stame. 
El tiene orange. 
Yo tengo black Ay! 
Toma el black chiquito. 
Black grande, mira no ehta aplastao. 
No pinta duro. Se ve feo. Mira pinta 
duro, ahora no se ve... Hay yo necesito. 
/Cual? Dame mi black. /Cual quiere 
usar? El azul, cual azul? 
El azul color. That color. 
From this color, this color. No way 
no him. 
El chiquito, el ma grande no el ma 
grande. 
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Episode 35 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): Look it. This is the color because 
look it. See that. 
D (boy, 5:2 ): No sir. It's the same color. That's 
the same color. See that no; veldah 
maehtra que ehta eh verde. 
Episode 36 
F (girl, 4:10): 
D (boy, 5:2 ) 
F (girl, 4:10) 
D (boy, 5:2 ) 
Uu... la, uh, uh pintate de distinto 
colores. I don't like that color. 
You like me only. 
Yeah 
Quitate esa cura tu no tiene na ah 
Episode 37 
K (boy, 5:4 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
k (boy, 5:4): 
A (girl, 5:2): 
K (boy, 5:4): 
I (boy, 5:3): 
K (boy, 5:4): 
Black tambien, black tambien. 
Red va aqui. Ehte red, dejame ver. 
Yo voy a pintar todo lo red. Yo voy 
a copiar. 
Ah eso no va de ese color. Saca eso. 
Maestra le da tijera. 
Se la enseno. Una pa el, una pa el. 
Uno, do, tre. 
Saca eso, mira. 
H
V
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E (boy, 5:5 
E (boy, 5:5 
Episode 38 
K (boy, 5:4 
E (boy, 5:5 
K (boy, 5:4 
K (boy, 5:4 
Episode 39 
E (boy, 5:! 
I (boy, 5:' 
E (boy, 5:! 
Termine^ coge black. 
): Dame black primero, espera, espera, 
hazlo igual que el mio. Coge blue. 
): Toma ya yo tengo black. 
): 
): 
): 
): 
Avanza, avanza yo no 
black. 
Ehte eh mi rainbow, 
quiero el otro. 
Mi baby, voy a coger 
Mi cabeza, mi cabeza 
oh SI, oh no, oh si, 
crazy man. 
Crazy, loco, cuerpo, 
color. 
necesito el 
Ay (E), yo 
ehta pa la cabeza. 
va roja.. Oh no, 
oh yeah, you 
cuerpo de ehte 
): Maehtra yo voy a pintah todito de 
ehte color. Toito de... No si lo 
voy a usar. 
): No de toito de ehte "color". 
): That color. (i’Oonde ehta? 
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Episode 40 
I (boy, 
E (boy, 
I (boy. 
K (boy. 
5:3 ): Ay men, no hay de ehte color. Dame 
de ehte color. 
5:5 ): Ehta ahi. 
5:3 ): I need it first to this... I need it 
this men, I need a scissor. Dame una 
tijera, please, por favor. Please por 
favor. Thank you! 
5:4 ): Si mira, thank you. 
Episode 41 
I (boy, 5:3 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
N (girl, 5:5 ): 
Voy a pintah de ehto y de ehte color. 
Usa mis crayolas. No^ tu usa las tuyas. 
Ah men, ehta como yellow otra vez. 
Dame yellow, dame yellow, dame ehte. 
Toma 
Episode 42 
I (boy, 5:3 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
E (boy, 5:5 ): 
Voy a pintah de ehto y de ehte color. 
Usa mis crayolas. 
No, tu usa lah tuya. Ah men, ehta como 
yellow otra vez. Dame yellow, dame 
yellow, dame ehte. 
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Episode 43 
E (boy, 
I (boy, 
E (boy. 
5.5 ): Una, do, tre, cuatro, cinco, ah men, 
ah men. 
5:3 ): Raul, dque te pasa? 
5:5 ): La, la, la, la, lo voy hacer de ehte 
way. 
Episode 44 
P (girl, 6:2 ): 
N (girl, 5:5 ): 
P (girl, 6:2 ) 
N (girl, 5:5 ) 
N (girl, 5:5 ) 
Esa que ehta en el piso. 
Necesito yellow one. Dame mi la"piz 
que tu me lo cogiste. Dame el yellow 
one. 
La usa aca"" arriba. 
Yellow one yellow blue, yellow one. 
Ah yellow, si. 
Episode 45 
P (girl, 6:2 ): Dame la crayola amarilla. Amarilla no, 
dame orange, orange. Dame black, ne¬ 
gro ahi. 
E (boy, 5:5 ): Yo no tengo. 
P (girl, 6:2 ): Negra pa \a mano. Je, je, je,. Dame 
verde, la grande, la grande asi, si, 
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SI. No la grande chiquita se acaba- 
ron, se acabaron. 
Episode 46 
N (girl, 5:5 ): Micifu, mi gatito Micifu. Yo quiero 
black. 
I (boy, 5:3 ): Coge black. Ehte eh black. 
N (girl, 5:5 ): »’0h no! 
I (boy, 5:3 ): /Oh si! Deja, dame ese. Deja usar 
purple. ^/Donde ehta el purple? 
P (girl, 6:2 ): No el negro. 
I (boy, 5:3 ): Okay, /donde ehta^ el negro? 
P (girl, 6:2 ): Purple, aqui maehtra, con la otra. 
E (boy, 5:5 ): /Ay Dios! 
P (girl, 6:2 ): Purple, purple yo pinto purple, purple. 
N (girl, 5:5 ): Dame orange pal piquito. 
I (boy, 5:3 ): Pa Raul. 
Episode 47 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): We'll do it for you. I'll do it. 
D (boy, 5:2 ): I'll do it nice. 
F (girl, 4:10): Now cut it, cut it. 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): Stop making my heart tied. Tu no 
sabe amarrar y le... 
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F (girl, 4:10): 
D (boy, 5:2 ): 
F (girl, 4:10): 
El no sabe hablar. 
El sabe, tu no sabe. 
Oh SI, oh SI, eso no corta. 
Episode 48 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
Mira corta, corta. Que'' facil eh pa 
cortah, iveldah.*^ 
See, let me see yours. I want to 
see if is hard. Let me see. Let me 
see my tijeras. Let me see it. 
Episode 49 
D (boy, 5:2 ): Ehta son pa nena, veldah. Depueh, 
depueh, depueh que termine you can cut 
it with mine. Dejame ver la tuya. 
F (girl, 4:10): Uhm, uhm, no way. 
L (girl, 5:6 ): No la quiere pretah, diferente colores. 
Yo ehtoy pintando diferente colores. 
Episode 50 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
0 (boy, 5:3 ): 
L (girl, 5:6 ): 
Mira, ^que^ tu hace en mi caja? 
Ya no hago na. 
Que tu tiene la crayola tuya, veldah. 
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tu forgot tuyas in these ones. 
Give me yours. Corta ehto. 
D (boy, 5:3 ): Ya, yo sabo. 
Episode 51 
L (girl. 5:3 ): Maehtra, mira la mia, mira la mia. 
D (boy. 5:2 ): A mi me faltan cuatro. 
0 (boy. 5:3 ): What are we gonna make? 
L (girl, 5:6 ): Maehtra mira yo. 
D (boy, 5:2 ): For turkey, pava. 

